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Abstract

Rho-GTPases are master regulators of polarity establishment and cell morphology. Positive

feedback enables concentration of Rho-GTPases into clusters at the cell cortex, from where

they regulate the cytoskeleton. Different cell types reproducibly generate either one (e.g.

the front of a migrating cell) or several clusters (e.g. the multiple dendrites of a neuron),

but the mechanistic basis for unipolar or multipolar outcomes is unclear. The design

principles of Rho-GTPase circuits are captured by two-component reaction-diffusion models

based on conserved aspects of Rho-GTPase biochemistry. Some such models display rapid

winner-takes-all competition between clusters, yielding a unipolar outcome. Other models

allow prolonged co-existence of clusters. We investigate the behavior of a simple class of

models and show that while the timescale of competition varies enormously depending on

model parameters, a single factor explains a large majority of this variation. The dominant

factor concerns the degree to which the maximal active GTPase concentration in a cluster

approaches a “saturation point” determined by model parameters. We further show that

the Rho-GTPase polarity machinery in the budding yeast S. cerevisiae, which normally

generates only one bud through competition, can be manipulated to generate multiple buds

in ways consistent with this theoretical framework. We suggest that both saturation and

the effect of saturation on competition reflect fundamental properties of the Rho-GTPase

polarity machinery, regardless of the specific feedback mechanism, which predict whether

the system will generate unipolar or multipolar outcomes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Complex cell morphologies arise, in part, through the specialization of cortical domains

(e.g., the apical and baso-lateral domains of epithelial cells, or the front and back of

migratory cells). Elaboration of such domains involves the local accumulation of active

Rho-family GTPases, which regulate cytoskeletal elements to promote specific downstream

events, such as vesicle trafficking, membrane deformation, or directed growth (Caceres

et al., 2012; Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2002; Yang, 2008). For some cells, it is vital to

establish a single specialized domain, whereas others require the establishment of multiple

domains simultaneously (e.g. the dendrites of a neuron) (Dotti et al., 1988; Wu and Lew,

2013). The mechanistic basis for specifying uni- or multi-polar outcomes remains elusive.

The classical mode of polarity often illustrated in textbooks is uni-polar: the definition

of a front-end axis. In cells that migrate, enforcing a single front is necessary to mi-

grate without splitting. Amoebae, migrating fish keratocytes, mamallian neutrophils, and

metastatic cancer cells all enforce a single general front marked by active Rho-GTPases

Cdc42 and Rac, which dictate the direction of migration (Reviewed in Haga and Ridley

(2016); Ridley (2015)). Drosophila epithelial cells specify a single apical domain marked

by Cdc42 and PAR proteins (Reviewed in Tepass (2012))(Fig 1.1A). In plants, tricoblasts

on the root epidermis generally form only one root hair per cell, and pollen tubes only
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grow at one single front, in both cases driven by a single domain specified by ROP (Rho

homologs Of Plants) proteins (Reviewed in Yang and Lavagi (2012))(Fig 1.1B). In fungi,

budding yeasts enforce only one putative bud site marked by the Rho-GTPase Cdc42, which

guarantees the formation of only one bud (Reviewed in Chiou et al. (2017))(Fig 1.1C).

Similar polarity machineries can also result in multi-polarity in other cells. Developing

hippocampal neurons initially specify only one growing front, but quickly switch to a multi-

polar growth that initiates the formation of primary neurites. As neurites grow, they switch

to pulses of elongation followed by contraction that fire at one neurite at a time, until all

growth is focused exclusively on a single one, which eventually becomes the axon (Reviewed

in Caceres et al. (2012))(Fig 1.1A). Pavement cells on Arabidopsis leaf epidermis form

multiple protruding lobes (Specified by ROP2 and ROP4) and indentations (Specified by

ROP6) that interdigitate with neighboring cells (Yang and Lavagi, 2012)(Fig 1.1B). Fission

yeast only grow at one end immediately after cytokinesis, but initiate a second growth site

at the opposite pole after a while and switch to bi-polar growth (Reviewed in Martin and

Arkowitz (2014)). Filamentous fungi, such as Ashbya gossypii form hyphal branches at the

sides of the hyphae or the actively growing hyphal tip (Reviewed in Wendland and Walther

(2005))(Fig 1.1C). In these fungi, polarity sites are specified by a similar Cdc42 machinery

homologous to that in S. cerevisiae, which manifest exclusively uni-polar growth. How do

similar systems lead to different numbers of fronts?
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A

Ｂ

Ｃ

Cdc42/Rac

Migrating cells Epithelial cells

Hippocampal neurons

Rop

Cdc42

Root epidermis Leaf epidermis

Pollen tube Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Schizosaccharomyces pombe

Ashbya gossypii

time

Figure 1.1: Diversity of cell polarity

A) Rho-GTPases specifies only one front in migrating cells, or one apical domain in ep-

ithelial cells, but switches between one and multiple ”fronts” in developing hippocampal

neurons. B) Rop proteins (Rho-GTPase of Plants) regulate the generation of only one root

hair per root epidermal cell and one pollen tube for each pollen grain, but multiple pro-

truding lobes in one leaf pavement cell. C) The Cdc42 polarity machinery generates only

one bud in the budding yeast S. cerevisiae, but can switch to multiple fronts in S. pombe

and filamentous fungi like A. gossypii.
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1.1 Biochemical mechanisms of polarization

In the presence of external positional cues such as landmark proteins or chemical gradients,

the spatial localization of the Rho-GTPase domains is biased towards them. However, nei-

ther polarity establishment per se nor the specification of uni- or multi-polarity rely on the

presence of the positional cues. Hippocampal neurons likely use environmental cues in vivo

to develop synaptic connections with predetermined neurons, but generate dendrites and

axons without a problem albeit at random directions when developing on a plate without

environmental cues. The budding yeast S. cerevisiae normally bud at locations marked by

landmark proteins, but mutants that disrupt the interaction between the landmarks and

Cdc42 polarize spontaneously at a random position, yet still only form one bud at a time.

Similarly, uni- or multi-polarity does not simply correspond to different pattering of up-

stream positional cues. Neutrophils migrate towards only one bacteria even when multiple

bacteria are in the vicinity. Diploid budding yeast deposit landmark proteins at both the

proximal and the distal poles with respect to the previous bud site, but only pick a single

site to bud from. When xylem specific ROP11 and its GEF and GAP are co-expressed

in leaf epidermis, ROP11 and its GEF spontaneously polarize into multiple patches, not

just one (Oda and Fukuda, 2012). These findings suggest that a mechanism that specifies

both polarity establishment and the number of polarity sites is built intrinsically into the

Rho-GTPase polarity machinery of each cell type.
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1.1.1 The Cdc42 Machinery in S. cerevisiae

The Rho-GTPase polarity machinery has been extensively studied in S. cerevisiae. Cdc42,

like other Rho-family GTPases, switches between GTP-bound active and GDP-bound in-

active forms (Fig 1.2A). Active Cdc42 is tethered to the inner surface of the plasma mem-

brane through its prenyl moiety, so the diffusion of active Cdc42 is expected to be slow.

In contrast, inactive GTPases are preferentially bound by Rdi1, the guanine nucleotide

dissociation inhibitor (GDI), which extracts the bound GTPase to the cytoplasm, where

diffusion is comparatively fast. Activated GTPases can promote a variety of downstream

pathways through ”effector” proteins, some of which can contribute to positive and nega-

tive feedback loops. In S. cerevisiae, the positive feedback involves Cdc42-GTP binding its

effector p21-activating kinases (PAKs), which bind to Bem1, a scaffold protein, which in

turn recruits Cdc24 (Kozubowski et al., 2008a)(Fig 1.2A). Cdc24 is the Guanine nucleotide

Exchange Factor (GEF) for Cdc42, which binds inactive Cdc42-GDP and facilitates its ac-

tivation by removing the GDP. The positive feedback through the PAKs, Bem1, and Cdc24

can amplify active Cdc42 signal and relocate these polarity proteins from the whole cell to

a locally concentrated cluster which we refer to as the “polarity patch” (Fig 1.2B).

Several negative feedback loops have been found in S. cerevisiae as well. One major

negative feedback pathway operates via inhibitory phosphorylation of Cdc24 by PAKs (Kuo

et al., 2014). This negative feedback causes oscillatory dissipation and re-concentration of

polarity patch proteins (Howell et al., 2012; Kuo et al., 2014). When such phosphoryla-

tion is blocked, polarity patches accumulate more GTP-Cdc42 and no longer oscillate (Kuo

et al., 2014). Another negative feedback involves Cdc42-directed GAPs (GTPase activat-
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Figure 1.2: The polarity machinery in S. cerevisiae

A) GTP-Cdc42 can bind p21-activated kinases (PAKs) that in turn bind the scaffold Bem1,

which binds the GDP/GTP exchange factor (GEF) Cdc24. The PAK-Bem1-GEF complex

allows one GTP-Cdc42 to promote activation of neighboring GDP-Cdc42 in a positive

feedback loop. B) Over time, positive feedback promotes local accumulation of GTP-

Cdc42 and PAK-Bem1-GEF complexes at the membrane, depleting cytoplasmic pools of

these components. C) The Cdc42 polarity machinery can generate multiple polarity patches

simultaneously. However, these patches compete to only one. (Adopted from Wu et al.

(2015)) Timescale in minutes:seconds. Scale bar = 2 µm.
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ing proteins), which enhance the inactivation of Cdc42. GTP-Cdc42 clusters lead to the

assembly of septin filaments surrounding the polarity site (Reviewed in Oh and Bi (2011)).

Septins bind to the Cdc42-directed GAPs Rga1 and Bem2, limiting the spread of GTP-

Cdc42 across the septin zone (Caviston et al., 2003; Okada et al., 2013). Polarity clusters

shrink in a septin-dependent manner at the time of bud emergence (Okada et al., 2013).

The third negative feedback occurs through dilution of the polarity patch by vesicles. The

Cdc42 effector Bni1 is a formin that nucleates actin polymerization, which leads to the

formation of actin cables that direct vesicle delivery to the patch through myosin V motors

(Reviewed in Chiou et al. (2017)). The vesicles carry a membrane tethering complex (the

exocyst), two subunits of which are also Cdc42 effectors. Therefore, both delivery and

fusion of vesicles are enhanced at the polarity patch. Because Cdc42 is less concentrated

on the vesicles than at the patch, vesicle fusion at the polarity site adds membrane that

dilutes the polarity patch (Savage et al., 2012). The first two negative feedback pathways

have been proposed to promote robustness of polarity establishment and regulate the size of

the polarity patch, respectively, but none of the negative feedbacks is essential for polarity

establishment per se.

Polarity establishment in yeast generally happens within 1 to 2 minutes. From time-

lapse confocal microscopy with the time resolution of 45 seconds, budding yeast cells pre-

dominantly generate a single polarity patch. In the cases where 2 or more polarity patches

were observed, one of them continued to grow while the others shrank, and the two tem-

porarily co-existing polarity patches resolved to only one, in a process we call “competition”

(Howell et al., 2012)(Fig 1.2C). Similarly, optogenetic recruitment of the GEF Cdc24 to
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two sites could yield two clusters of GTP-Cdc42, but even with continued illumination, one

of the clusters disappeared, leaving only a single polarity site (Witte et al., 2017). Thus,

these yeast cells possess a powerful mechanism to eliminate supernumerary clusters.

Remarkably, a similar phenomenon occurs in a computational model of yeast Cdc42

biochemistry (Goryachev and Pokhilko, 2008; Otsuji et al., 2007) (Further discussed in

Chapter 1.3). This suggests that both polarity establishment and competition might be in-

trinsic to this biochemistry. How do multiple patches resolve to one? Analyses of the model

suggest that patches compete for shared components present in the cytoplasm, yielding a

single winner (Wu et al., 2015). Growth of polarity patches depletes components from the

cytoplasm, reducing the shared pool of factors available. Because yeast cells are small (5 m

diameter) and cytoplasmic diffusion of proteins is fast (10 m2/s), all clusters have access to

essentially the same shared pool. Due to positive feedback, the more concentrated a Cdc42

cluster is, the better it can recruit cytoplasmic components. As the largest cluster grows, it

becomes more effective at recruiting cytoplasmic components, so it continues to grow even

with lower levels of available cytoplasmic components. However, smaller clusters cannot re-

cruit as effectively, and they begin to experience a net loss of components to the cytoplasm.

As these clusters shrink, they become ever less effective at recruiting cytoplasmic factors,

making them shrink further in a vicious cycle until they disappear. Impeding membrane-

cytoplasmic exchange of either Cdc42 or Bem1 results in slower competition and occasional

2-budded cells, demonstrating the role of cytoplasmic communication in competition.

The discovery of an intrinsic “competition” mechanism can perhaps explain why yeast

cells make only one front, but raises questions about why other cells have multi- polar out-
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comes. The positive feedback structure of the yeast Cdc42 polarity machinery is conserved

in Ascomycetes from the budding yeast to the basal phylogenetic lineage of the fission yeast

(Chiou et al., 2017). In the filamentous fungi closely related to the budding yeast, Ashbya

gossypii, Cdc42 and Cdc24 are both essential for polarized growth. Mutations in Cdc24 and

Cdc42 result in isotropic growth upon spore germination in both the budding yesat (Adams

et al., 1990; Sloat et al., 1981) and Ashbya (Wendland and Philippsen, 2001). What is the

critical difference between the budding yeast and Ashbya polarity machinery that dictates

uni- and multi-polar outcomes? Do the two polarity patches at a newly branched tip of

Ashbya exchange polarity proteins through fast cytoplasmic diffusion? If so, in what con-

ditions does this system result in cut-throat competition, as opposed to reaching dynamic

equilibrium as two stable patches?

1.1.2 Mutual inhibition of antagonistic polarity proteins

In the budding yeast, Cdc42 is the only Rho-GTPase important for polarity. In many other

systems, Cdc42, Rac and Rho play different roles in polarity establishment or maintenance,

and in some, different Rho-GTPases antagonize each other and establish distinct polarity

domains. In plant pavement cells, ROP2 and ROP4 recruit F-actin and initiate outgrowth

of protruding lobes (Fu et al., 2005), whereas ROP6 organizes microtubule bundles that

strengthen the cell wall and inhibit local growth (Fu et al., 2009) by mechanically restricting

lateral expansion (Sampathkumar et al., 2014). ROP2/ROP4 and ROP6 appear to antag-

onize each other. Constitutively active ROP2 and overexpression of its effector RIC4 result

in homogeneous ROP2 localization and actin distribution, as well as delayed microtubule
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bundle organization. Overexpression of ROP6 and its effector RIC1 inhibits the activation

of ROP2. Multiple ROP2 and ROP6 domains lead to the formation of jigsaw puzzle shaped

cells with multiple lobes that interdigitate with each other and strengthen the epidermis.

Mutual inhibition is also well characterized in the specification of an anterior and a

posterior half prior to the first cell division in C. elegans embryo development (reviewed in

Lang and Munro (2017); St Johnston and Ahringer (2010)). Prior to fertilization, moysin

NMY-2 and a set of ”anterior Par” proteins (Par3, Par6, aPKC, and Cdc42) are homoge-

neously distributed all over the cell cortex, while a set of ”posterior Par” proteins (Par1,

Par2, and LGL and CHIN-1) are exclusively cytoplasmic. The anterior Par proteins inhibit

the membrane localization of posterior Par proteins, whereas the posterior Par proteins

inhibit the assembly of the anterior Par protein complex. Upon fertilization, a polarity cue

from the sperm locally inhibits NMY-2 in the posterior pole. Asymetric contractility drives

a cortical flow that relocates the anterior Par proteins to the anterior pole of the cell. The

absence of the anterior Par proteins allow the localization of posterior Par proteins to the

membrane, forming the posterior Par domain. Distinct anterior and posterior Par domains

enable the first asymmetric cell division in C. elegans embryo development.

The mutually antagonistic polarity factors in plant pavement cells and C. elegans em-

bryos add another layer of complexity to the simple one-GTPase polarity system in budding

yeast, potentially with different polarity dynamics. However, it remains unclear how either

of these pathways result in one or multiple fronts.
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1.2 Intrinsic control mechanisms inspired by Dy-

namic modeling

The microscopic, snapshot view of protein-protein interaction and regulation often falls

short in extracting the key properties of the spatiotemporal dynamics of a system, which is

profoundly important to understanding polarity establishment in any system. Historically,

dynamic modeling and numerical simulations have provided a complementary perspective

in elucidating the intrinsic properties of the Rho-GTPse machinery. However, mechanistic

models that encode each biochemical reaction becomes increasingly complex with more

molecular components, such that the behavior of a system can be observed by simulation

but becomes difficult to interpret. In contrast, simplified models that are conceptually clean

often inspire pioneering insights that help in understanding complex systems. The most

renowned class among these are the Turing patterns driven by reaction-diffusion models

(Turing, 1952).

Turing’s original paper provided mathematical proofs of how patterns such as repetitive

spots can spontaneously emerge from a homogeneous steady state of two chemical reactants,

due to the instability driven by differential diffusion rates between the two. His work was

later put into biological context by Gierer and Meinhardt (1972) with two interpretations

that both fulfill the condition of spontaneous pattern formation. One interpretation is

the Activator-Inhibitor scenario. In this scenario, the activator is a slow-diffusing species,

and the inhibitor is fast diffusing. The activator catalysis the synthesis of the inhibitor

and itself, whereas the inhibitor inhibits the synthesis of the activator. The intuition of
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how such systems can generate patterns of locally concentrated peaks is often described as

local activation, lateral inhibition. When the activator is slightly more concentrated at one

spot by stochastic fluctuation, the positive feedback enhances the synthesis of the activator

and the inhibitor and forms a peak of both species. Because the inhibitor diffuses faster,

it spreads and suppresses the synthesis of the activator in neighboring areas. Another

interpretation is the Activator-Substrate scenario(Fig 1.3A). In this scenario, the activator

is again a slow-diffusing species, but the fast-diffusing species is a substrate. The activator

consumes the substrate and catalyzes the conversion of the substrate to the activator itself

as a positive feedback. When the positive feedback is kicked on by perturbation, it triggers

the synthesis of the activator and depletes the substrate locally. Because diffusion is slow

for the activator and fast for the substrate, the local activator peak does not dissipate but

substrate depletion quickly spreads laterally, inhibiting the formation of peaks nearby. For

both systems to generate patterns, the positive feedback has to be non-linear. Differential

diffusion and non-linear positive feedback, the two necessary conditions for this model to

polarize, align nicely with the properties of the active and inactive forms of Rho-GTPases,

and the biochemistry of the Cdc42 positive feedback loop.

The characteristic “Turing pattern” features multiple evenly spaced stripes or spots,

with a characteristic wavelength that emerges from Turing’s linear-stability analysis. The

idea of Turing’s linear-stability analysis is to introduce noise to the homogeneous steady

state of the two species. Given the linear approximation of the reaction and diffusion

terms of the system, we can test whether the noise would fall back to the homogeneous

steady state or continue to deviate from it. In a confined 1-spatial-dimension system, any
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A) The Activator-substrate scenario in Turing models generates polarity peaks through

local activation by positive feedback and lateral inhibition by depletion of cytoplasmic

substrate. B) Mass-Conserved Activator Substrate models assume only diffusion and con-

version between membrane bound GTP-Rho (u) and cytoplasmic Rho-GDP (v), without

synthesis and degradation. C) Otsuji et al. (2007) proposed that peaks generated by Turing-

type MCAS models tend to compete.
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noise concentration profile can be decomposed into a Fourier series: the linear combination

of cosine functions. Given the length of the system L, cosine functions of wave number

1, 2, 3, ... have a wavelength of L,L/2, L/3, .... Feeding these partial noise functions into the

linearized reaction and diffusion terms reveal which, if any of these functions is unstable

and will deviate from the homogeneous steady state. If none is unstable, the system is

Turing stable and will remain at the homogeneous steady state; if at least one is unstable,

the function that has the fastest growth will be dominant and generate locally concentrated

peaks. The wave number of the fastest growing cosine function determines how many peaks

will form, and provides a characteristic wavelength between these peaks. Given a set of

reaction and diffusion parameters, the characteristic wavelength is fixed. Therefore, the the

number of Rho-GTPase patches to form is determined by scaling cell lengths relative to the

characteristic wavelength. This paradigm provided one potential mechanism of how uni-

versus multi-polar domains can be regulated: a cell may generate more polarity domains

simply by increasing in size.

1.3 Mass-Conserved Activator-Substrate (MCAS)

models

The classical Turing pattern was affected by the balance between synthesis, degradation,

and diffusion of both the activator and the substrate. In the context of intracellular pat-

terning, synthesis and degradation only happen in the cytoplasm and not on the membrane,

thus the activator-inhibitor scenario is unrealistic, because there is no cytoplasmic(fast dif-
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fusing) form of activator. The activator-substrate scenario is feasible, but the reactions

that affect activator concentration would be the conversion between the active and inactive

states of the same species (which is in line with Rho-GTPase biochemistry), rather than

synthesis and degradation. In fact, synthesis and degradation of GTPases often occurs on

a slow timescale compared to activation and inactivation (for example, in budding yeast

Cdc42 polarizes within 2 minutes but has a half-life of more than 20 hours) Gladfelter

et al. (2001); Howell et al. (2009); Wedlich-Soldner et al. (2004). Separation of timescales

allows the approximation of mass-conservation, where the general dynamics of the system

is due purely to conversion and relocation of the two species (Fig 1.3B). Integrating these

properties yields a subcategory: the mass-conserved activator-substrate (MCAS) models

(Fig 1.3B), which are arguably the most realistic framework when considering pattern for-

mation in single cells (Halatek et al., 2018).

1.3.1 Competition of Turing patterns in MCAS models

The mass-conserved activator-substrate models were first analyzed in two back-to-back

articles from the same group, and have distinct properties that differ from classical Turing

pattern formation (Ishihara et al., 2007; Otsuji et al., 2007). These models can yield

Turing instabilities and generate spontaneous patterns from homogeneous states, but these

patterns are unstable quasi-steady states that trigger competition similar to that seen in

the budding yeast (Fig 1.3C). They showed with simulations and stability analysis of the

multi-polar states that multiple co-existing patches are only transient, and competition is a

general property in all mass-conserved Turing models (Ishihara et al., 2007). The authors
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argued that competition originates from the combination of positive feedback and mass

conservation, as follows: A system with more polarity proteins will result in a patch with

stronger positive feedback that recruits more polarity proteins. Due to mass-conservation,

a larger patch with more activator is necessarily coupled with lower substrate concentration

in the cytoplasm. When two patches with different amounts of polarity proteins co-exist in

the same system, the lower substrate concentration at the larger patch will drive diffusion

of the substrate towards the larger patch, depriving the smaller patch of the local substrate

needed to sustain itself. This process enhances the imbalance between the two peaks and

continues until only one peak is left. Competition has also been shown in a family of

mechanistic Turing-type MCAS models that incorporate yeast-style positive feedback by

explicitly modeling the Bem1-Cdc24 complex (Goryachev and Pokhilko, 2008; Howell et al.,

2012; Wu et al., 2015), showing that this property is not restricted to conceptual two-

component models.

Interestingly, the articles from Ishihara et al. (2007) also showed that competition

timescale increases exponentially with the length of the modeling domain. It has also been

shown that when a negative feedback was explicitly incorporated into Turing-type MCAS

model to recapitulate oscillatory behavior of polarity patches in S. cerevisiae, increasing

the amount of total proteins switches the behavior from competition to a regime where two

unequal peaks equalize instead of competing (Howell et al., 2012). How parameters affect

competition timescale, and how different feedback structures can affect competition, and

even reverse it completely, remains to be understood.
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1.3.2 Coexistence in bistable MCAS models

At around the same time when Turing-type MCAS systems were introduced, another cat-

egory of models was developed from the paradigm of trigger waves in bistable systems. A

system is bistable when the synthesis and degradation (or activation and inactivation) of

a protein can be stably balanced at both a high and a low concentration state (Fig 1.4A).

Whether the concentration will rest at the high or the low state depends on whether the

initial concentration is above a threshold. In a reaction-diffusion system in one spatial

dimension, if the protein concentration is high at a local position and low elsewhere, it will

diffuse sideways and trigger a hop from the low to the high state at neighboring positions.

As neighboring positions continue to be excited, the high concentration domain spreads

in the form of a trigger wave. Considering a mass-conserved system with the properties

described above gives rise to wave-pinning models (Beta et al., 2008; Mori et al., 2008,

2011; Ozbudak et al., 2005).

Similar to the Turing-type MCAS system, the core of the wave-pinning dynamics is

conversion between the activator and the substrate, a positive feedback of activation, and

differential diffusion rates(Fig 1.4B). In contrast to Turing models, the positive feedbacks

of these systems do not continue to strengthen with higher activator concentration, so the

systems are stable at a high activator concentration state as well as a low one. An exter-

nal cue or a fluctuation above the threshold is required to breaks the stable homogeneous

low activator state and drive the activator concentration to the high stable steady state

locally and initiate the trigger wave. Because the whole system is mass-conserved, propa-

gation of the wave due to activation is concomitant with substrate depletion, which slows

down further activation and hence the speed of the trigger wave. Eventually, the trigger
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A) In bi-stable reaction kinetics, synthesis and degradation of a chemical species are bal-

anced at three concentrations, a high stable steady state, a low stable steady state, and

a threshold in between (which is an unstable steady state). If the concentration of the

chemical is above threshold at a local point, it will trigger the synthesis of regions nearby,

which spread sideways in the form of a wave, until the system rest at the high stable steady

state. B) Bi-stable reaction kinetics can also be assumed in the MCAS framework, called

the wave-pinning model. C) In the MCAS scenario, bi-stability can also trigger the spread
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of activation. However, activation is concomitant with substrate depletion, which decreases

the activation rate overall, slowing down the spread of the trigger wave. Eventually, when

substrate concentration can no longer support a net activation, and the trigger wave was

pinned.

wave is “pinned”, resulting in a spatially restricted domain with uniform high activator

concentration (Fig 1.4C).

Bistability can be achieved in a variety of different ways. In the minimalist one Rho-

GTPase system (one activator, one substrate), the simplest way is to assume saturable

positive feedback at high activator concentration. If the positive feedback is saturable, the

inactivation rate (generally a linear first-order process) will eventually catch up with the

saturated activation rate, resulting in a high stable fixed point. Another way of achiev-

ing bi-stability would be to incorporate a negative feedback such that the activation rate

doesn’t just saturate but decreases at high activator concentration. Bi-stability can also

be achieved with mutual inhibition of two components, each converting between the mem-

brane and cytopasmic state following mass-conservation. A mutual-inhibition model has

been proposed to describe polarity establishment by the PAR proteins in C. elegans embryos

(Goehring et al., 2011). The model is bistable at a high aPar (anterior Par proteins)/low

pPar (posterior Par proteins) state, and a low aPar/high pPar state, and generates mutually

antagonistic anterior and posterior Par domains.

Two key phenomenological features distinguish the Turing-type and the Wave-pinning

MCAS models. Firstly, Turing-type models appear to generate sharp peaks, whereas

bistable wave-pinning models generate mesas due to the presence of the high activator

stable steady state. When more polarity proteins were added to the system, Turing-
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Two key phenomenological features distinguish the Turing-type and the Wave-pinning

MCAS models. A) With increased protein content in the system, Turing-type peaks appear

to increase in peak concentration, whereas the wave-pinning mesas becomes wider. B) when

multiple domains exist in the same system, Turing-type peaks generally compete, whereas

mesas from wave-pinning models are meta-stable.
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type peaks increase in peak concentration, whereas the wave-pinning mesas becomes wider

(Fig 1.5A). Secondly, when multiple domains exist in the same system, (Ishihara et al.,

2007; Otsuji et al., 2007) argued that Turing-type peaks always compete, whereas mesas

from wave-pinning models have been reported to be meta-stable (Mori et al., 2011; Jilkine

and Edelstein-Keshet, 2011; Sun and Ward, 2000; Ward, 1996), and do not readily exhibit

competition (Fig 1.5B).

1.4 Thesis Objectives

What governs whether polarity patches generated by the Rho-GTPase polarity machineries

compete or not? As different reaction kinetics in Turing-type models or wave-pinning mod-

els can result in competition or meta-stablity, an attractive hypothesis for why some cells

are uni-polar and others multi-polar would be that these behaviors arise from differences

in the biochemical mechanisms of positive feedback, yielding competition in Turing-type or

meta-stability in wave-pinning models. However, some Turing-type MCAS models appear

to switch to multi-polarity when domain size (Ishihara et al., 2007; Jilkine and Edelstein-

Keshet, 2011; Otsuji et al., 2007) or protein amount (Howell et al., 2012) is increased.

Thus, it could be that parameter values (protein concentration, catalytic activity, cell size,

etc.) rather than regulatory feedback mechanisms dictate whether uni- and multi- polar

outcomes are observed. My thesis research aims to address what it is in the intrinsic regu-

latory mechanism of Rho-GTPase machineries that specifies uni- or multi-polarity, starting

with elucidating the key properties of conceptual models, and ending with specific hypothe-
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ses that we test in S. cerevisiae.

In chapter two, we address whether the difference between competition or meta-stability

originates from different reaction kinetics or parameter regimes. We investigate the tran-

sient multi-peak scenario of a Turing-type and a Wave-pinning model, and show that the

different models discussed are all capable of generating unipolar or multipolar outcomes.

The switch between these outcomes is dependent on model parameters, and is primarily

dictated by a saturation rule.

In chapter three, we address to what extent the saturation rule can be generalized. We

show analytically that the saturation rule can be applied to all simple MCAS models with

one activator and one substrate in one spatial dimension, and is the major contributing

principle on a 2-dimensional membranes.

In chapter four, we test whether the saturation rule based on MCAS models applies to

polarity machineries in vivo using the Cdc42 machinery in S. cerevisiae. We show that uni-

or multi-polarity in the budding yeast is regulated primarily by intrinsic reaction-diffusion

kinetics of the Cdc42 machinery. We show that the number of polarity fronts can be

manipulated in the budding yeast according predictions from the saturation rule. We also

discuss how the current evidence in the polarized growth of Ashbya gossypii may support

the saturation rule, and propose how the saturation may be regulating tip-branching in A.

gossypii.
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Chapter 2

Competition and co-existence in

conceptual Mass-Conserved Activator

Substrate (MCAS) models.

Published as Chiou et al. 2018 PLoS Comput. Biol. 14(4):e1006095.

2.1 Introduction

Two-species MCAS systems consist of two partial differential equations (PDEs), governing

the dynamics of a slowly diffusing activator (GTP-bound GTPase at the membrane) u,

and a rapidly diffusing substrate (GDP-bound GTPase in the cytoplasm) v. In one spatial

dimension, these systems take the general form:

∂u

∂t
= Du

∂2u

∂x2
+ F (u, v) (2.1a)

∂v

∂t
= Dv

∂2v

∂x2
− F (u, v) (2.1b)

where the dynamics of u and v are governed by a diffusion term and a reaction term,

F (u, v). To reflect the different compartments (membrane and cytoplasm) populated by the

different species, the diffusion constant of u, Du, is typically two orders of magnitude smaller

than Dv, so that u spreads much more slowly than v. F (u, v) describes the biochemical

interconversions between u and v.
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F (u, v) = f(u)v − g(u)u (2.2)

For GTPases, the inactive form of the GTPase v is converted to the active form u

through the action of guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) f(u), while u is converted

to v through the action of GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) g(u). The functions f(u)

and g(u) take into account potential positive feedback mediated by the active GTPase.

Because the inactive GTPase is not thought to participate in biochemical reactions other

than as a substrate to produce active GTPase, under the assumption of mass action kinetics

v appears only in the activation term. As the model assumes only the exchange between

u and v, but not synthesis or degradation of either, the system is mass-conserved, so that

the total abundance of the GTPase M =
∫

(u+ v)dx is a constant over time.

Generation of a GTPase-enriched domain in MCAS models occurs through positive

feedback leading to local accumulation of the activator, u, and concomitant depletion of

the substrate, v. Locally depleted v is quickly resupplied from the whole cytoplasm due to

its high mobility, resulting in a global depletion of v. This reduces the net rate, F (u, v),

at which fresh u is generated (Eq 2.2), impeding further growth of the u-enriched domain,

and the system reaches a steady state. At steady state, reaction and diffusion must be

balanced for u and v:

0 = Du
∂2u

∂x2
+ F (u, v) (2.3a)

0 = Dv
∂2v

∂x2
− F (u, v) (2.3b)

Given a total protein content M , these equations govern the steady state peak shape u(x)
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and substrate level v(x) for a single peak in an MCAS model (Further discussed in chapter

3.3.2).

Positive feedback can occur through f(u) (i.e. active GTPase locally stimulates GEF

activity) or g(u) (i.e. active GTPase locally inhibits GAP activity). Examples of feedback

via GEF activation include the simple Turing-type model f(u) = au2, g(u) = b, Goryachevs

simplified model f(u) = au2 + cu, g(u) = b (Goryachev and Pokhilko, 2008), and Moris

wave-pinning model f(u) = au2

1+ku2
, g(u) = b (Mori et al., 2008). Examples of feedback via

GAP inhibition include f(u),= 1, g(u) = b
(1+u)2

, which resembles model I in (Otsuji et al.,

2007). To illustrate the behaviors of different MCAS models, we simulated examples of

Turing-type and wave-pinning MCAS models:

F (u, v) = au2v − bu (2.4)

F (u, v) =
au2

1 + ku2
v − bu (2.5)

With the appropriate choice of parameters, the Turing-type model (Eq 2.4) yields a peak

given any spatial perturbation of the homogeneous steady state, while the wave-pinning

model (Eq 2.5) requires a supra-threshold perturbation to destabilize the homogeneous

state. The Turing-type model typically yields a narrow peak at steady state, while the

wave-pinning model typically yields a wide mesa. Simulations with greater total amounts

of GTPase M yield higher peaks in the Turing-type model, but broader mesas (with the

same peak height) in the wave-pinning model (Fig 1.5A), and simulations initiated with two
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unequal peaks yield rapid competition in the Turing-type model but apparent co-existence

in the wave-pinning model (Fig 1.5B). These behaviors are all consistent with previous

reports (Mori et al., 2008, 2011; Otsuji et al., 2007; Ozbudak et al., 2005); to understand

why they yield different outcomes we first revisit the basis for competition.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Competition between peaks arises from a difference

in the ability of unequal peaks to recruit cytoplasmic

GTPase.

When two unequal peaks are present in the same domain, each peak recruits GTPase

from the cytoplasm, thereby globally depleting cytoplasmic GTPase until cytoplasmic con-

centration reaches a quasi-steady state. As exchange of GTPase between each peak and

the cytoplasm is dynamic, the two peaks are now effectively recruiting GTPase from one

another. If the larger peak (the one that contains more GTPase) recruits GTPase more

effectively, it will grow at the expense of the smaller peak, eventually yielding a uni-polar

outcome (Fig 2.1A, scenario 1). If instead, the smaller peak recruits GTPase more effec-

tively, then it will grow while the larger peak shrinks, eventually yielding two equal peaks,

as observed in some more complex models (Howell et al., 2012) (Fig 2.1A, scenario 2).

If two unequal peaks recruit GTPase equally, then the two unequal peaks would simply
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coexist (Fig 2.1A, scenario 3).

To understand how these considerations play out for different peaks, we need to know

whether the larger peak recruits more GTPase. To assess how much GTPase would be

recruited to a specific peak, consider first the Turing-type model (Eq 2.4) in the limit

Dv →∞. This model combines a quadratic (in u) activation term with a linear inactivation

term (Fig 2.1B). Thus, for a fixed value of v, there are two values of u at which activation

and inactivation balance each other precisely (i.e. fixed points of the net reaction curve

F (u, v) in Fig 2.1C, denoted as umin and umid). Given the concentration profile of a peak

(Fig 2.1D, upper panel), F (u, v) determines whether any given location on the membrane

will gain GTPase from the cytoplasm or lose GTPase to the cytoplasm (Fig 2.1D, lower

panel). At the trough in Fig 2.1D (umin), u approaches the lower fixed point of F (u, v),

yielding no net gain or loss of GTPase. On the lower flanks of the peak, u values lie between

umin and umid, and inactivation outpaces activation, so there is a net loss of u (Fig 2.1B,

C and D). When u rises above umid, up until the top of the peak (umax), there is net

recruitment of GTPase from the cytoplasm (Fig 2.1B, C, and D). At steady state, diffusion

from the center of the peak to the flanks balances these flows of GTPase, requiring a narrow

peak (where negative ∂2u
∂x2

counteracts net recruitment at the center: Eq 2.3) (Fig 2.1D).

At steady state, the net loss from the region between umin and umid (blue area in

Fig 2.1B, C) must be balanced by the net recruitment from the region between umid and

umax (red area in Fig 2.1B, C) (For analytical support of this argument, see Chapter 3.3.2.

This is also referred to as the wave-pinning condition in (Mori et al., 2008)). If we started
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Figure 2.1: The basis for competition.

A) Possible outcomes when there are two unequal clusters of Rho-GTPase in the same

cell. Scenario 1: competition occurs if larger clusters recruit GTPase more efficiently than

smaller clusters. Scenario 2: equalization occurs if smaller clusters recruit GTPase more

efficiently than larger clusters. Scenario 3: co-existence occurs if both clusters recruit GT-

Pase equally well. B-F: Turing-type model with Dv →∞. B) Rate balance plot: activation

and inactivation rates are balanced at two fixed points of F (u, v). Filled circle indicates sta-

ble fixed point, and empty circle indicates unstable fixed point. C) Net activation (shaded
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red) and net inactivation (shaded blue) from the trough (umin) to the top (umax) of the peak

must be balanced at steady state in 1D. This determines the peak height (umax). D) Net

activation at the center of the peak is balanced by diffusion, which drives GTPase towards

the flanks, where there is net inactivation. The activation curve and net reaction curves

were plotted given v at steady state in B, C, and D. E) If total GTPase content M is raised,

the model generates higher peaks (larger umax), accompanied by more severely depleted v,

which lowers F (u, v) such that the blue and red shaded areas are once again balanced. F)

When two peaks are present, they share the same v and hence the same F (u, v) curve. The

larger peak will always have excess net activation, and the smaller peak will always have

excess net inactivation, so competition is inevitable. Parameter values used: a = 1µm2,

b = 1 s−1 and Du = 0.01µm2s−1, Dv = ∞. All models were simulated on domain size

L = 10µm.

from a steady state peak and increased M , umax would increase and the red area would

become larger. To reach a steady state, v would have to decrease, weakening the influence

of the activation term in F (u, v) (Fig 2.1E), and equalizing the red and the blue areas at

steady state (though each area would end up larger than for the initial peak). Another

way to understand this is the following argument: If we added more inactive GTPase to

the depleted cytoplasm beneath an existing steady state peak, the activation rate (linear in

v) would increase, causing the peak to grow and depleting inactive GTPase. When v gets

back down to its starting steady state level, the peak will be larger, so both the activation

and inactivation rates will be larger. However, the activation rate will dominate due to

the non-linear positive feedback, causing further depletion of v until the net rates balance.

Thus, for any F (u, v) that encodes a non-linear positive feedback, a larger peak will recruit

cytoplasmic GTPase more strongly and cause a more severe cytoplasmic depletion.

Now consider a scenario in which two unequal peaks are present in the same domain.

Both peaks would grow until cytoplasmic v becomes sufficiently depleted. In the limit where

Dv →∞, v is spatially homogeneous, so the same net reaction applies to both peaks, but
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the peaks will have a different umax (Fig 2.1F). The overall recruitment or loss of GTPase

for each peak u(x) is given by: ∫
F (u, v)dx (2.6)

The more GTPase there is in the larger peak compared with the smaller one, the larger

the difference in “recruitment power” between them (Fig 2.1F). Thus, in a scenario with

unequal peaks in the same domain, the larger peak experiences a net gain of GTPase, while

the smaller peak experiences a net loss, further exacerbating the inequality between the

two peaks until the smaller peak is eliminated. The Turing model (Eq 2.4) with Dv →∞

always competes to yield a uni-polar endpoint (scenario 1 in Fig 2.1A).

The argument above requires only mass-conservation and non-linear positive feedback,

which is a core requirement for polarization in general (Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972). There-

fore, it would seem that all MCAS models should compete, regardless of the specific F (u, v).

2.2.2 Competition slows down dramatically due to satura-

tion.

If competition (scenario 1 in Fig 2.1A) applies to all MCAS models, then why did we not

observe competition in simulations of the Wave-pinning model (Fig 1.5C)? In contrast to

the Turing-type model (Eq 2.4), the reaction term of the Wave-pinning model (Eq 2.5) has

saturable positive feedback, introducing a third fixed point in F (u, v) (Fig 2.2A). When

the total protein content in the system is small, umax does not approach this fixed point

(Fig 2.2B). Under these conditions, narrow peaks compete with each other to yield a uni-
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polar outcome, as with the Turing-type model (Fig 2.2C). But when protein content of

the peak is increased, umax approaches the third fixed point, and the reaction rate F (u, v)

at the top of the peak approaches zero (Fig 2.2B). To satisfy the steady-state condition

(Eq 2.3a), ∂2u
∂x2

must also approach zero. In other words, the top of the peak must broaden

to become a wide mesa. Once this occurs, increasing M only negligibly increases umax,

and instead of developing higher peaks the model develops broader mesas with comparable

umax (Fig 2.2B). As umax saturates in these peaks, we shall call this maximum value the

saturation point (usat) of the model.

When umax approached the saturation point usat, simulations with two saturated mesas

did not show obvious competition (Fig 2.2D). Applying a drastic perturbation in which

50% of the GTPase in one mesa was transferred to the other led to a rapid adjustment with

both mesas returning to an almost identical umax but with different widths, after which

the unequal mesas co-existed for prolonged simulation times (Fig 2.2E) (Note that the

two peaks did not equalize: they retained unequal total GTPase content.) Thus, the same

model can yield rapid competition or competition so slow as to yield prolonged co-existence,

simply as a result of varying the total amount of GTPase in the system.

To investigate more broadly how model parameters might influence the timescale of

competition between peaks, we simulated competition between two unequal peaks in the

Wave-pinning model, in the limit with Dv → ∞. If we start with a two-peak steady

state and noise, the two peaks will eventually resolve to one, given sufficient time. As a

measure of competition time that should be insensitive to the precise degree of the noise, we
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Figure 2.2: Wave-pinning models can generate coexisting clusters due to

saturation.

A) The wave-pinning model has a saturable activation term, introducing a third fixed point

in F (u, v). Dashed line indicates usat. Circles indicate stable (filled) and unstable (empty)

fixed points. B) As total GTPase levels M increase, the peaks get higher until umax reaches

the saturation point (the third fixed point), after which peaks broaden into mesas. C) With

M = 40, two identical peaks were perturbed by 1% at t = 0 s. The resulting competition

led to a single-peak steady state within 100 s. D) With M = 200, the same 1% perturbation

did not result in noticeable competition in 10000 s. E) Starting from the same two-peak

steady state as in D, we introduced a large 50% perturbation. The two mesas quickly

evolved back to the original umax, and then persisted for 10000 s. k = 0.01µm2. Other

parameters same as Fig 2.1.
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tracked the time it took for unequal peaks with active GTPase content ratio 3:2 to evolve

to a content ratio of 99:1. Parameter changes caused dramatic changes in competition

times, color coded on a log scale in Fig 2.3A. Notably, increasing M always led to slower

competition (Fig 2.3A, left panel). As discussed above, increasing GTPase content causes

umax to approach the saturation point. Defining a saturation index in terms of how closely

umax at the two-peak steady state approached the saturation point ((usat − umax)/usat),

we found that the effects of varying parameters on the saturation index closely paralleled

the parameter effects on the timescale of competition (Fig 2.3A, right panel). A similar

congruence was observed using peak width as a different measure of how closely the system

approaches saturation (Fig. S5B). These findings suggest that a large majority of the

variation in competition times can be explained simply by the degree to which peaks in the

model approach the saturation point.

If we plot competition time against umax normalized to the saturation point, all of the

simulations with different parameter values display one of two clearly distinct behaviors

(Fig 2.3B). Parameter changes can alter GTPase content in the peaks (Fig 2.3A,B, point 1

vs 2), the saturation point (point 3 vs 4), or the shapes of the peaks (point 5 vs 6). In all

cases, whenever umax is not close to saturation, competition occurs rapidly. Conversely, as

umax approaches the saturation point, competition slows sharply and the two-peak situation

becomes meta-stable, resembling the co-existence scenario 3 in Fig 2.1A.

The basis for the drastically slowed competition in simulations with peaks close to

saturation can be intuitively understood in terms of each peaks recruitment power (Eq 2.6).
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Figure 2.3: Saturation is a major contributor to differences in competition

times.

A) Competition time and saturation are tightly correlated. Competition time (s) is shown

in color (note log scale). Saturation index is defined here as (usat−umax)/usat, and colored in

inverse log scale (smaller saturation index indicates peaks are closer to saturation). Basal

parameters: a = 1µm2s−1, b = 1 s−1, k = 0.01µm2 and Du = 0.01µm2s−1, Dv = ∞,

M = 40, L = 20µm. Each color plot represents a 15-fold parameter variation from 0.2×
to 3× of the basal parameter value. White regions indicate parts of parameter space

where polarized states collapse to homogeneous states. Numbered red dots correspond to

the simulations illustrated in the inset of panel B). B) Each of the simulations performed

for panel A) is plotted as one dot. Competition time (vertical axis) is plotted against

peak height umax normalized to the saturation point usat for that simulation (horizontal

axis). Inset graphs indicate starting conditions for the selected simulations with parameters

indicated by red dots in A). C) When two mesas coexist, they share the same F (u, v) curve

and almost the same umax. Thus, the wider peak has a negligible recruitment advantage

over the narrower one.
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When peaks approach saturation, unequal peaks differ in width but have almost identical

umax and hence only a negligible difference in recruitment power (Fig 2.3C). In the saturated

regions of peaks, F = 0, so these areas do not directly contribute to overall recruitment.

For that reason, the extra GTPase in a broader peak does not give it a significant advantage

over the narrower peak, and the driving force for competition is negligible.

2.2.3 Local cytoplasmic depletion also leads to saturation

and slow competition.

When cytoplasmic diffusion is finite (Dv <∞), a saturation point emerges even if there is

no explicit saturation in the reaction term. With finite Dv, increasing M in the Turing-

type model (Eq 2.4) yields saturated mesas that become broader as M increases (Fig 2.4A),

similar to that seen with the wave-pinning model (Eq 2.5).

To understand this behavior, recall that at steady state, (Eq 2.3) must hold. Adding

(Eq 2.3a) and (Eq 2.3b), integrating and enforcing the periodic boundary condition yields

a linear relationship between u and v, regardless of the reaction term:

vss = −Du

Dv
uss + q (2.7)

where q is a constant over space that is depleted globally over time analogous to v in

the Dv → ∞ limit. This reflects the fact that in addition to global substrate depletion,

activation due to positive feedback depletes v locally under a peak of u, creating a dip in

the concentration of the cytoplasmic GTPase v that corresponds to the peak of u in a linear
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Figure 2.4: Local substrate depletion leads to saturation and slow compe-

tition.

A) Turing-type model with Dv < ∞ displays a transition between unsaturated peaks and

saturated mesas with increased M . B) Local depletion of v in the cytoplasm beneath the

peak results in a linear relationship between the concentration profile of v and u. Inset

indicates u profile. C) The effect of local depletion transforms the reaction term of the

Turing-type model from a quadratic F (u, v) to a cubic F (u, q), yielding a third fixed point.

D) The cubic reaction term F (u, q) results in a behavior similar to that of the wave-pinning
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model: When M is low, q is high, and the peak is sharp; when M increases, depletion

of cytoplasmic substrate makes F (u, q) drop, and umax eventually approaches a saturation

point. E) Peaks saturated by local depletion are meta-stable. F) Saturation index correlates

with competition timescale. Simulations and display as in Fig 2.3A,B. Parameter variations

in a vs b and Du vs Dv consist of 30 × 30 simulations each of 0.1× to 3× of the basal

parameter values. Parameter variations in M vs L consists of 15x15 simulations of 0.2×
to 3× basal parameter values. Basal parameters are as in Fig 2.3A, except that Dv =

1µm2s−1. Graph shows all simulations plotted as in Fig 2.3B, with illustrative simulations

corresponding to numbered red dots. G) When Dv is finite, the basal cytoplasmic substrate

concentration underneath each peak (shown in dashed lines) quickly reaches a quasi-steady

state with the recruitment power of the peak. The stronger the recruitment power of the

peak, the lower the basal cytoplasmic substrate level. This creates a cytoplasmic gradient

when two peaks have different recruitment power, resulting in a cytoplasmic flux towards

the larger peak. The gradient becomes negligible when both peaks are saturated, resulting

in meta-stable peaks.

manner (Fig 2.4B).

Local depletion results in an emergent saturation effect, because substituting Eq 2.7

into the reaction term of the Turing type model (Eq 2.4) gives:

F (uss, q) = au2ss

(
− Du

Dv
uss + q

)
− buss (2.8)

This new reaction term F (u, q) is a cubic in u, and can have three fixed points (Fig 2.4C).

The upper fixed point reflects the u concentration at which local depletion of v precisely

balances the net recruitment of u, yielding an emergent saturation point. Thus, even when

there is no saturation inherent in the reaction term of the model, local depletion of v

under the peak acts to limit local production of u, introducing a saturation effect. Given

sufficient total mass M , umax approaches this saturation point, resulting in a saturated

mesa for reasons described above with the wave-pinning model (Fig 2.4D). In this case, it
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is possible to derive a simple expression for the saturation point (For details, Chapter3.2.2):

usat =

√
2bDv

aDu
(2.9)

As with saturation due to the wave-pinning reaction term, saturation by local depletion also

slowed competition dramatically, leading to meta-stable peaks (Fig 2.4E). Exploration of a

wide parameter range indicated that as with saturation via the reaction term, saturation due

to local depletion of substrate is also a dominant contributor to the timescale of competition

(Fig 2.4F).

When Dv <∞, two unequal peaks no longer see the same level of substrate, v. Instead,

the local v rapidly reaches a quasi steady-state with each peak (Fig 2.4G). When two

unsaturated peaks coexist, the higher peak has a stronger recruitment power for reasons

discussed in Fig 2.1F. This drives a greater depletion and hence lower baseline of v under the

higher peak, generating a cytoplasmic v gradient that drives a flow of GTPase towards the

higher peak, and hence competition (Fig 2.4G). In contrast, when two unequal but saturated

peaks coexist, they have similar recruitment power, so there is a negligible cytoplasmic

gradient, and competition occurs on a dramatically slower timescale.

2.2.4 Effect of increasing distance between peaks

During competition, GTPase is transferred from the losing peak to the winning peak

through the cytoplasm. Thus, increased distance between the peaks or a decreased dif-

fusion constant in the cytoplasm would be expected to slow the transfer and hence slow

competition (an effect not seen when Dv →∞). To assess how effective increased distance
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could be in slowing competition, we initially considered the effect of increasing cell size

while keeping overall GTPase concentration constant (Fig 2.5, gray line). Competition

slowed dramatically as domain size L was increased. This result is consistent with the

analyses in Ishihara et al. (2007). However, this does not distinguish whether increasing

distance between peaks or increasing total GTPase content M (moving the peaks closer to

saturation) is responsible for the slowing of competition. Increasing L without changing M

resulted in GTPase dilution and hence smaller peaks that competed more rapidly despite

the increased distance between peaks (Fig 2.5, blue line). To maintain equivalent peaks,

we increased L while adding the exact amount of GTPase required to fill the cytoplasm

in the extended domain so that the amount of GTPase in the peaks remained constant.

This scenario allowed us to quantify the effect of increasing distance between peaks with-

out confounding changes in peak size. The result was that competition became slower in a

sub-linear manner with distance (Fig 2.5, red line). Thus, distance between peaks can slow

competition, but does so in a much more gradual manner than the approach to saturation.

2.3 Discussion

In this chapter, we have shown, with two specific formulations of the reaction terms, that

the distinction between competition and co-existence is not categorical but a continuous

change in competition timescale. At least in these models, the competition timescale is

largely determined by how close the maximal peak concentrations are to a “Saturation

point” dependent on parameter values. Although this conclusion was drawn from two

specific models, the rationale for the origin of competition depends only on the presence of
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a positive feedback, and the existence of a saturation point depends only on cytoplasmic

diffusion being finite. As the positive feedback is necessary for an MCAS system to polarize

to begin with, and finite diffusion is part of the general MCAS scenario, we suspect that

both the competition behavior and the presence of a saturation point can be generalized to

all MCAS models. However, the limit of numerical simulations is that we cannot simulate

an infinite number of models. Therefore, we ask to what extent can these conclusions be

extrapolated with analytical methods such as linear stability analyses in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Generalization of the switch between

competition and co-existence.

Published as Chiou et al. 2018 PLoS Comput. Biol. 14(4):e1006095.

This chapter is the result of collaborative work. Sections 3.2.1 through 3.2.4 were done by

David Schaeffer and Thomas Witelski. The rest of the chapter was done by the author.

3.1 Introduction

Previous research on Turing-type and Wave-pinning MCAS models resulted in qualitatively

different behavior in terms of competition and co-existence when multiple peaks were ini-

tially formed. In the previous chapter, analyses and simulations based on a conceptual

formulation of a general reaction provided a surprisingly simple “Saturation rule” that

unifies both paradigms. We reasoned that (with these specific reaction terms at least)

bi-stability does not require explicit formulation of bi-stable reaction terms. Instead, in

the realistic scenario where cytoplasmic diffusion is not infinite, local depletion in the cy-

toplasm enforces a maximum concentration of the active Rho-GTPase, which we termed

the ”Saturation point”, thus introducing intrinsic bi-stability. Whether a model exhibit

competition or co-existence is then dependent on where a system locates in a continuous

parameter space: If multiple peaks are far from saturation point, they compete efficiently; if

the peaks approached saturation, competition becomes exponentially slow, and they appear
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to co-exist.

We confirmed the argument above with simulations of one specific model. As the

argument does not depend on a specific formulation of the reaction term, we should in

principle be able to generalize it to some degree. However, conclusions based on simulations

only apply to the special case, and it is dangerous to extrapolate the results of a special

case to systems using different reaction terms and more spatial dimensions, which are often

more realistic.

In this chapter, we provide formal mathematical arguments to show that the saturation

rule is general to all reaction terms. We first reduce the number of parameters by non-

dimensionalization (Chapter 3.2.1). We then define the steady states of MCAS models

(Chapter 3.2.2), and perform a stability analysis on the 2-peak steady state to address the

generality of competition (Chapter 3.2.3). We then derive the relationship between how

unstable the two peaks are and saturation (Chapter 3.2.4). I verified the generality of the

saturation rule in several established MCAS models (Chapter 3.2.5). I then ask whether

these arguments can apply to 2 spatial dimensions, which is more biologically relevant for

polarization on a 2-dimensional membrane of a cell (3.2.6 and 3.2.7). Finally, I showed

with simulations that Turing-type models can exhibit general wave-pinning kinetics and

vice versa (3.2.8).
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Non-dimensionalization of 1D MCAS Models

The two models we discussed in Chapter 2 have several kinetic and diffusion constants,

which collectively form a multi-dimensional parameter space that is difficult to thoroughly

explore, posing an obstacle when we aim to generalize a feature of the model from simula-

tions done with a single point in the parameter space. A conventional method to reduce the

number of constants is called non-dimensionalization: to scale and combine the constants

and variables that have the same units into relative ratios without units. For example, the

three constants that have length units are the diffusion constants Du, Dv, and the domain

size L. The steady states of a model that has parameters (Du, Dv, L) = (0.01, 1, 1) will be

equivalent to that of (Du, Dv, L) = (1, 100, 100), because they have the same ratio. Scaling

Du, Dv, and L to L in this case will reduce the number of length-parameters from 3 to 2.

In this section, we scale the constants and variables in terms of time scale, length scale and

relative concentrations, and reduce the model to a unit-less system.

We consider the mass-conserved activator-substrate (MCAS) model in a one-dimensional

domain with periodic boundary conditions,

∂u

∂t
= Du

∂2u

∂x2
+ F (u, v) (3.1a)

∂v

∂t
= Dv

∂2v

∂x2
− F (u, v) (3.1b)

where the diffusion of v is much faster than u, as set by Dv � Du.

This model is a mass-conserved version of an activator-substrate model, where u is
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the activator and v is the substrate. As the activator concentration u increases at certain

locations, the substrate v is depleted at the same rate, therefore, the mass M is a constant

conserved for all time,

M =

∫ L

0
(u+ v) dx. (3.2)

The reaction terms of these models, given by F (u, v), generally contain a v-dependent

activation term with nonlinear positive-feedback, and a v-independent inactivation term.

F (u, v) = f(u)v − g(u) (3.3)

For example, the model proposed by (Mori et al., 2008) has an f(u) with a saturable

non-linear term and a linear g(u),

F (u, v) =

(
k0 +

au2

K2 + u2

)
v − bu (3.4)

We assume negligible k0, and rewrite this system with dimensionless variables ũ, ṽ, x̃,

t̃, by scaling the length by the domain size L, and time by T and u and v by U ,

x̃ =
x

L
, t̃ =

t

T
, ũ =

u

U
, ṽ =

v

U
(3.5)

yielding

∂ũ

∂t̃
=
DuT

L2

∂2ũ

∂x2
+ F̃ (ũ, ṽ) (3.6a)

∂ṽ

∂t̃
=
DvT

L2

∂2ṽ

∂x2
− F̃ (ũ, ṽ) (3.6b)

where the nondimensionalized reaction terms are now

F̃ (ũ, ṽ) =
T

U

(
a

U2ũ2

K2 + U2ũ2
Uṽ − bUũ

)
(3.7)

and the non-dimensional mass M̃ is

M̃ =
M

U
=

∫ 1

0
(ũ+ ṽ) dx̃ (3.8)
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Setting the timescale and concentration scale as

T =
1

b
, U = K

√
b

a
(3.9)

and dropping the tildes, puts the system into the form

∂u

∂t
= δ

∂2u

∂x2
+ F (u, v) (3.10a)

∂v

∂t
= ηδ

∂2v

∂x2
− F (u, v) (3.10b)

where

F (u, v) =
u2

1 + κu2
v − u (3.11)

and the dimensionless parameters are

δ =
Du

bL2
, η =

Dv

Du
, κ =

(
U

K

)2

=
b

a
. (3.12)

Setting κ to zero, we obtain a ”Turing-type” system with

F (u, v) = u2v − u. (3.13)

3.2.2 Steady state solutions of 1D MCAS models for the

Dv � Du limit

To assess whether multiple peaks compete or co-exist mathematically, we first need to define

the multi-peak steady states.

We first consider the simplified case where η →∞. The solutions u, v can be expanded

as regular perturbation series with respect to inverse powers of η,

v = v0 +
1

η
v1 +O(η−2) u = u0 +

1

η
u1 +O(η−2), (3.14)
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and substituted into (3.10). The leading order equation for u0 at O(1) mirrors (3.10a),

∂u0
∂t

= δ
∂2u0
∂x2

+ F (u0, v0), (3.15a)

while at O(η), the leading order equation for v0 becomes v0,xx = 0. Subject to the periodic

boundary conditions, this forces v0 to be spatially uniform, but it can depend on time,

v0 = v0(t). In order to obtain an equation defining the evolution of v0 we proceed to the

next term in the expansion. At O(1) we find that in order for a solution for v1 to exist,

the inhomogeneous terms in the equation must satisfy a solvability condition. Set by the

Fredholm alternative theorem, this condition gives the evolution for v0(t) in terms of the

reaction rate averaged over the domain,

dv0
dt

= −
∫ 1

0
F (u0, v0) dx. (3.15b)

This equation effectively describes the evolution of the average substrate concentration in

the well-mixed limit. Moving forward, we will drop the zero-subscripts and focus on solving

this leading order system.

At steady state, the solution (uss(x), vss) satisfies the system of equations

0 = δ
d2uss
dx2

+ F (uss, vss) (3.16a)

0 = −
∫ 1

0
F (uss, vss) dx (3.16b)

and the constraint on the total mass

M = vss +

∫ 1

0
uss dx. (3.17)

To understand the properties of the solutions it is helpful to integrate (3.16a) with
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respect to du to obtain

H =

∫
δ
d2uss
dx2

du+

∫
F (uss, vss) du

=

∫
δ
d2uss
dx2

du

dx
dx+

∫
F (uss, vss) du

=
δ

2

(
duss
dx

)2

+

∫
F (uss, vss) du

= Ek + Φ(uss, vss) (3.18)

where H is a constant and

Ek =
δ

2

(
duss
dx

)2

Φ(uss, vss) =

∫
F (uss, vss) du. (3.19)

Note that (3.16a) can be interpreted as the equation of motion for a particle moving in

1D with δ playing the role of mass, x the role of time, and −F (uss, vss) the applied force.

H can then be interpreted as the total energy, constant of the motion. Therefore, solutions

for uss represent periodic solutions for a 1D conservative system.

The local extrema, umin and umax, occur where duss/dx = 0. A direct consequence of

this is that for a given value of H, the integral of F (u, v) from umin to umax must be zero

to satisfy (3.18) (Fig 2.1B,C). This condition has been referred to as the “wave-pinning

condition” (Mori et al., 2008), and is general to all MCAS models,

Φ(umin, v)− Φ(umax, v) = 0. (3.20)

For bi-stable models, such as the wave-pinning model (3.11), there exists a value of the

cytoplasmic concentration v at which F (u, v) = 0 at both umin and umax,

F (umin, vsat) = F (umax, vsat) = 0. (3.21)
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Figure 3.1: Spatial profiles for steady states with different spatial periods

P = 1/n.

Multipeak solutions with n = 1, 2, 4 and the same mass M . Each solution has a different

steady state substrate level v.
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We refer to this condition as the “saturation condition”. When this condition is met, the

steady state solution locally approaches uniform concentrations at both umin and umax

(e.g. Fig. 3.1, left panel), which is crucial for later discussion of competition time scale. At

saturation, we label the value of umax as usat, which is the largest value of umax possible.

The “wave-pinning condition” and the “saturation condition” together are sufficient to

solve for vsat and usat in any given MCAS system.

In a general case where η < ∞ (finite cytoplasmic diffusion Dv), we can obtain the

steady state v profile, vss(x), as a linear function of uss(x) by adding ( 3.10a and b),

integrating twice over x, and enforcing the periodic boundary condition:

vss(x) = −1

η
uss(x) + q (3.22)

where q is a constant over x. This expression can replace vss(x) in F (uss, vss)

F (uss(x), vss(x)) = F (uss(x), qss) =

uss(x)2(−1

η
uss(x) + qss)− uss(x) (3.23)

The steady state system can thus be reduced to having only one variable dependent in x,

analogous to the situation when η →∞, and uss(x) can be solved similarly. Note that 3.23

is cubic and thus, also a bi-stable function. In fact, any MCAS model with a non-linear

positive feedback, a necessary condition for these model to polarize (Gierer and Meinhardt,

1972), will be rendered bi-stable after substituting vss with 3.22. This allows us to apply

the ”saturation condition” to derive the expression of usat, in this case:

usat =
√

2η (3.24)
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Figure 3.2: Eigenmodes that solve the eigenvalue problem (3.25) for a two

peak steady state solution.

A) A typical two-peak steady state, uss(x). B, C) Construction of the two forms of the

eigenmode U(x) using even and odd extensions of the quarter-domain solutions U1(x) and

U2(x) for a two-peak solution uss(x).

3.2.3 Stability Analysis of Multipeak Steady States

The key question of whether competition happens between two peaks can be answered

mathematically by assessing the stability of the two-peak steady state solution (uss(x), vss).

Consider the multi-peak steady state when peak number n = 2, a steady state solution

(uss(x), vss) has two identical peaks centered at x = 1
4 , x = 3

4 . Each peak is reflectionally

symmetric about its maximum and the overall solution is also symmetric about x = 1
2 (see

Fig. 3.2A).

The stability of the two-peak solution is studied by assuming small perturbations of the
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form

u(x, t) = uss(x) + εU(x)eλt v(t) = vss + εV eλt

where λ and (U(x), V ) satisfy the linearized eigenvalue problem

δ
d2U

dx2
+ ∂uF (uss(x), vss)U(x) + V ∂vF (uss(x), vss) = λU(x) (3.25a)

−
∫ 1

0
∂uF (uss(x), vss)U(x) dx− V

∫ 1

0
∂vF (uss(x), vss) dx = λV. (3.25b)

The solution (uss(x), vss) is unstable if there exists at least one eigenvalue with Re(λ) > 0.

To approach this question it is sufficient to restrict attention to a particular form of

eigenmode, one with U(x) being antisymmetric with respect to x = 1
2 , namely U(x +

1/2) = −U(x). Since uss(x) is symmetric with respect to x = 1
2 , the integrand of the

first integral in (3.25b) is antisymmetric and hence the integral on the whole domain must

vanish. Consequently, for this type of eigenmode, V = 0 solves (3.25b) and the system

reduces to

δ
d2U

dx2
+ C(x)U(x) = λU(x) where C(x) =

∂F

∂u

∣∣∣∣
uss(x),vss

. (3.26)

To solve (3.26) on the full domain x ∈ [0, 1] with periodic boundary conditions, it is

sufficient to solve the equation on a quarter domain, x ∈ [0, 14 ], with boundary conditions

U1(0) = 0, U ′1(
1
4) = 0 (3.27)

or

U ′2(0) = 0, U2(
1
4) = 0. (3.28)

The periodic function U(x) is then constructed by extending U1(x) symmetrically with
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respect to x = 1
4 , U1(

1
2 − x) = U1(x)(Fig. 3.2B), or by similarly extending U2(x) anti-

symmetrically, U2(
1
2 − x) = −U2(x) (Fig. 3.2C).

We give a shooting argument to show that there is a positive eigenvalue λ1 > 0 for

solutions having the form given by (3.27). Differentiating the steady state equation (3.16a)

with respect to x, we obtain

δ
d2u′ss
dx2

+
∂F

∂u
u′ss = 0 (3.29)

Therefore, U(x) = u′ss(x) solves (3.26) with λ = 0. Note that in this case u′ss(0) = U(0) = 0

and u′′ss(
1
4) = U ′(14) < 0 (there is a finite curvature at umax) and hence the second condition

in (3.27) is not satisfied. If λ > max(C(x)), we can re-write (3.26) as δU ′′ = (λ−C(x)), U >

0 and U(x) will be monotonely growing and U ′(14) > 0. Since we have constructed solutions

achieving positive and negative values for U ′(14), by continuity, there exists an eigenvalue

in the range 0 < λ1 < max(C(x)) that will yield an eigenmode satisfying (3.27)(Fig. 3.3A).

Similarly, there exists a second eigenmode of the U2(x) (3.28) form with eigenvalue in the

range 0 < λ2 < max(C(x)) (Fig. 3.3B).

To summarize, there exist λ1, λ2 > 0, thus the two-peak steady state is not stable.

Further, the eigenfunction U1 corresponds to one peak growing and the other shrinking, i.e.

competition (Fig 3.3A). The eigenvalue λ1 corresponds to the timescale for competition.

On the other hand, the eigenfunction U2 corresponds to neighboring sides of each peak

growing while the other sides shrink such that peaks merge with each other. The eigenvalue

λ2 corresponds to the timescale for merging (Fig 3.3B).
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Figure 3.3: Linear Stability Analysis reveals two unstable modes: compe-

tition and merging.

The two eigenmodes U1 and U2 constructed from the linear stability analysis represents

competition (A) and merging (B) of the two peaks in the full domain. The top panel in

each gives the two analytic cases (dashed curves) for the shooting argument establishing

the existence of the unstable eigenfunction (colored curves). The bottom panel shows the

eigenfunction and how it relates to the two-peak steady state profiles.
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3.2.4 The eigenvalues for competition and merging

As two-peak steady states are always unstable, the distinction between competition and

coexistence of two peaks (Fig 2.2C-E) does not reflect a change in stability, but rather, a

change in the time scale on which competition occurs. As it has been reported that mesas

are meta-stable, we inquired how the eigenvalues of competition and merging change with

increasing width of the peaks in a two-peak steady state. We will show that

λcompete ≈ A1e
−
√

c
δ
`mesa λmerge ≈ A2e

−
√

1
δ
`valley (3.30)

where δ is the diffusion constant of u, and A1, A2, c are constants . `mesa and `valley are

defined as in Fig 3.4 with `mesa+`valley = 1
2 . Our derivation proceeds in the following steps:

1. Approximate the steady state as a step function for C(x) in (3.26), one segment of

which is approximated using umin for and the other using umax. The two segments

are connected with a mid-point boundary condition at x = ` (Fig 3.4).

2. Calibrate the mid-point boundary condition using the translational eigenmode U(x) =

u′ss(x), λ = 0.

3. Solve the approximated version of (3.26) for the competition eigenvalue subject to

the competition boundary condition (3.27) and the mid-point boundary condition

calculated in the previous step.

4. Similarly, solve (3.26) for the merging eigenvalue subject to the merging boundary

condition (3.28).
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the near-saturated two-peak

steady state.

A) The lengths of the valley and the mesa are equivalent to 2` and 1
2 − 2`, with ` defined

as the position of half max. B) Construction of the approximate U1(x) eigenfunction using

hyperbolic functions with a midpoint boundary condition (3.35) at position `.

Approximating the steady state solution

Without loss of generality, let F (u, v) be the non-dimensionalized wave-pinning model

(3.11),

F (u, v) = f(u)v − u where f(u) =
u2

1 + κu2
. (3.31)

For near-saturation two-peak solutions that have a mesa shape, v is chosen such that (3.21)

is met, thus at u = umax,

F (umax, v) = 0 = f(umax)v − umax =⇒ v =
umax

f(umax)
. (3.32)

We try to approximate the eigenvalue problem (3.26) on a quarter domain by a step

function. The two segments U(x) and Ũ(x) satisfy (3.26) with uss(x) approximated by

u(x) = umin and u(x) = umax respectively. The length of U and Ũ are the length of the val-

ley ` = 1
2`valley and the width of the mesa ˜̀= 1

4 −` = 1
2`mesa, respectively. As f ′(umin) = 0,
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we can re-write (3.26) into the step function
δU ′′ = (λ+ 1)U 0 ≤ x ≤ `

δŨ ′′ = (λ+ c)Ũ ` ≤ x ≤ 1
4

(3.33)

where

c = 1− umaxf
′(umax)

f(umax)
(3.34)

with the “mid-point boundary conditions”

U(`) = Ũ(`) (3.35a)

Ũ ′(`)− Ũ ′(`) = ΓU∗(`) (3.35b)

Solving the mid-point boundary condition

Since U = u′ss(x) is the translational eigenmode for λ = 0 , we first use this solution and

(3.33) to determine Γ in (3.35b). The piecewise solutions of (3.33) are given by

U(x) = sinh(
√

1
δx) Ũ(x) = A sinh(

√
c
δ (14 − x)),

and then (3.35) takes the form

sinh(
√

1
δ `) = A sinh(

√
c
δ
˜̀)√

1
δ cosh(

√
1
δ `)−

√
c
δA cosh(

√
c
δ
˜̀) = Γ sinh(

√
1
δ `)

yielding

Γ =
1

√
δ tanh(

√
1
δ `)
−

√
c√

δ tanh(
√

c
δ
˜̀)
. (3.36)
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Approximating the competition eigenvalue

To satisfy the “competition boundary condition” (3.27), the solutions U, Ũ are chosen in

(3.33) as

U = sinh(
√

λ+1
δ x) Ũ = A cosh(

√
λ+c
δ (14 − x)). (3.37)

Then midpoint boundary condition (3.35b) can be rewritten with Γ as

sinh(
√

λ+1
δ `) = A cosh(

√
λ+c
δ

˜̀)√
λ+1
δ cosh(

√
λ+1
δ `)−

√
λ+c
δ A sinh(

√
λ+c
δ

˜̀) = Γ sinh(
√

λ+1
δ `)

This yields the equation

√
λ+1
δ

1

tanh(

√
λ+1
δ `)

−
√

λ+c
δ tanh(

√
λ+c
δ

˜̀) = 1√
δ tanh(

√
1
δ
`)
−

√
c√

δ tanh(
√

c
δ
˜̀)
. (3.38)

After rearranging terms and making use of simplifications for small δ, this equation can be

reduced to

λ

2
− λ

2
√
c

+ 2
√
ce−2

˜̀
√
c/δ ≈ 0, (3.39)

which finally yields

λcompete ≈ A1e
−
√

c
δ
`mesa with A1 =

4c

1−
√
c
. (3.40)

Approximating the merging eigenvalue

Similarly, to satisfy the “merging boundary condition” (3.28), the solutions U, Ũ are chosen

as

U = cosh(
√

λ+1
δ x) Ũ = A sinh(

√
λ+c
δ (14 − x)) (3.41)
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Substituting these solutions into the midpoint boundary conditions (3.35b) yields

cosh(
√

λ+1
δ `) = A sinh(

√
λ+c
δ

˜̀)√
λ+1
δ sinh(

√
λ+1
δ `)−

√
λ+c
δ A cosh(

√
λ+c
δ

˜̀) = Γ cosh(
√

λ+1
δ `)

This system of equations can then be reduced to the condition

√
λ+1
δ tanh(

√
λ+1
δ `)−

√
λ+c

√
δ tanh(

√
λ+c
δ

˜̀)
= 1√

δ tanh(
√

1
δ
`)
−

√
c√

δ tanh(
√

c
δ
˜̀)

Again, neglecting smaller terms in the limit that δ is small, we obtain

λ

2
− 2e−2`/

√
δ − λ

2
√
c

= 0

which finally yields

λmerge ≈ A2e
−
√

1
δ
`valley with A2 =

4
√
c√

c− 1
, (3.42)

and recall that `valley = 1
2−`mesa. We can numerically calculate two-peak steady-states over

a range of values for `mesa by varying the total mass M . The computed results for λcompete

and λmerge for the two-peak steady states confirm these analytical predictions (Fig. 3.5A).

The width of a mesa is an indicator that perfectly correlates with how close to saturation

a peak is. Defining a saturation index as (usat − umax)/usat, and `mesa as normalized by√
b/Du, we find that two peak steady states of the dimensional model ( 2.5) plotted in

Fig 2.3 collapse into a perfect correlation, no matter what parameter we change (Fig 3.5).

The relationship between `mesa shows that the wider the mesa, the more saturated the two

peak steady states are, and thus the less efficient competition will be.
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Figure 3.5: The eigenvalues for competition and merging modes depend

exponentially on the saturation index.

A) The eigenvalues for competition and merging calculated by the shooting method for each

steady state solution with varying M from 10 to 32 with an increment of 0.5. (B) Peak

width, `mesa, is a robust indicator of the saturation index (defined as usat−umax)/usat) over

a broad range of system parameters. Data points collected from simulations in Fig. 4A.
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3.2.5 Other MCAS models also link competition timescale

to saturation

Our analysis has only been verified in Chapter 2 with simulations of the wave-pinning model

and the Turing-type model, but our analysis suggest that the saturation rule is general. This

would mean that the same conclusions can be verified in other systems with different positive

feedback kinetics. For example, positive feedback strength may vary, yielding different

exponents for the activation term (e.g. f(u) = u1.2 with weak feedback, or f(u) = u3 with

strong feedback). Or, positive feedback may operate by reducing inactivation rather than

by increasing activation (e.g. f(u) = 1, g(u) = u/(1 + u2)). Or, positive feedback may

be accompanied by negative feedback, as proposed for the yeast polarity circuit (Howell

et al., 2012; Kuo et al., 2014) (e.g. f(u) = u2 − cu3). As local cytoplasmic depletion is

a universal mechanism of saturation, we would expect that competition time slows down

as the system approaches saturation in all of these models. Indeed, all of these variations

displayed a saturation point, leading to a transition from unsaturated to saturated peaks

as M was increased. And in each case, the change in peak shape was accompanied by a

dramatic slowing of competition (Fig 3.6A-E). This suggests that our findings are broadly

applicable to MCAS models.

The only counterexample we have encountered so far is model II from (Otsuji et al.,

2007), where

F (u, v) = a1(u+ v)

[(
Du

Dv
u+ v

)
(u+ v)− a2

]
(3.43)

Unlike other reaction terms based on mass action kinetics (Eq 2.2), this reaction term is

not dependent on v, but rather on the combined concentration of u and v. Thus, activation
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Figure 3.6: Other MCAS models also link competition timescale to satu-

ration.

Competition time increase dramatically with increased total protein content (M) in other

MCAS models. Insets: peak shape upon reaching saturation. Red dashed lines indicate

saturation point. A) weak positive feedback, F (u, v) = u1.2v − u; B) strong positive feed-

back, F (u, v) = u3v − u; C) additional negative feedback F (u, v) = (u2 − 0.01u4)v − u;

D) Goryachevs simplified model F (u, v) = (u2 + u)v − u (Goryachev and Pokhilko, 2008);

E) Otsujis model 1 F (u, v) = a1v − a1(u + v)/[a2(u + v) + 1]2 with the original param-

eters described in (Otsuji et al., 2007). In each instance, competition time slows down

dramatically as peaks saturate. F) In Otsujis model 2 with the original parameters,

F (u, v) = a1(u + v)[(Du/Dvu + v)(u + v)− a2] (Otsuji et al., 2007), saturation is avoided

by allowing negative values of u or v.
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in this model is no longer restricted by v depletion as in the other models mentioned above,

and v can assume negative values when u is high, avoiding saturation (Fig 3.6F). This

eliminates the effect of local depletion: When v is substituted with −Du
Dv
u+ q, F (u, q) is a

curve lacking a third fixed point (and hence lacking saturation). However, as concentrations

of u or v cannot be negative in cells, this model is not physiologically relevant.

3.2.6 Steady state solutions of 2D MCAS models

To simplify the analysis, the discussion above focused on competition between peaks in

1D. In 2-dimensions, the steady state solutions also transition from sharp peaks to mesas

as the total mass M is increased for the Dv � Du limit (Fig. 3.7). With increased M ,

cytoplasmic v monotonically decreases and approaches a minimal value, indicating that

larger peaks possess stronger recruitment power, but recruitment power reaches a limit as

peaks saturate. These trends are similar in 1D and 2D, thus the saturation rule can be

applied in 2D. However, peak height (umax) of sharp peaks can exceed that of mesas in 2D.

The cause of this discrepancy can be shown by repeating the derivation in Chapter 3.2.2

, but rewriting Eq. 3.16a in 2-dimensional polar coordinates u(r, θ).

0 = Du

(
∂2u

∂r2
+

1

r

∂u

∂r
+

1

r2
∂2u

∂θ2

)
+ F (u, v) (3.44)

For a steady state peak centered at r = 0, diffusion sideways on the θ direction is zero,

but the 1
r
∂u
∂r term cannot be neglected in the derivation. Therefore, eq 3.20 does not hold,

and the conclusion that there is a largest possible u (usat) which saturated mesas approach
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Cross-subsections of the steady state solutions along the x-axis. With increased M , v

decreases and approaches a lower limit, indicating that peaks with more protein materials

possess stronger recruitment power, but the recruitment power reaches a limit as peaks

becomes mesas.
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is limited to 1D scenarios.

3.2.7 Competition on a 2-dimensional membrane

The conclusions that differences in recruitment power drive competition and that a peak’s

recruitment power saturates as peaks become larger both hold in 2D as well as 1D. However,

simulations show that saturated mesas compete on faster timescales in 2D than in 1D

(Fig 3.8A). As discussed below, this is due to a second driving force for competition that

depends on the 2D curvature of the peaks.

In wave-pinning models, the edges of growing 1D mesas resemble traveling wave-fronts

(Mori et al. (2008)). The speed of the traveling wave, c0, depends on the abundance of

cytoplasmic substrate, v (Fig 3.8B). As more v is converted to u, cytoplasmic v is depleted

until c0 drops to zero, at which point the wave is pinned, forming a steady state peak.

However, in 2D, a circular wave spreading as a peak grows will have a speed less than c0,

because diffusive spreading of u from the front to activate neighboring membrane is diluted

by the geometry of the wave front (Fig 3.8B). Previously developed theory (Tyson and

Keener (1988); Keener (1986); Zykov (1980)) indicates that in this context the wave speed

c is dependent on the curvature of the wavefront, κ:

c = c0(v)− κDu (3.45)

For a circular peak of radius R, κ = 1
R . Thus, smaller peaks with high curvature spread

more slowly than otherwise similar larger peaks.
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vature.

A) In 2D, saturated mesas compete faster than they would in 1D, but slower than unsatu-

rated peaks. B) Left: In the 1D wave-pinning model assuming infinite Dv, the velocity of

the traveling wave front is a function of v. Right: In 2D, the velocity is also dependent on

the radius of the mesa, because GTPase diffusing across the wavefront becomes diluted in a

manner dependent on the curvature of the wavefront. C) When two unequal mesas coexist

in 2D, they share the same cytoplasmic v and therefore have the same c0, but because of

the the difference in radii, the larger mesa will expand at the expense of the smaller, leading

to competition.
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When two unequal mesas transiently coexist on a 2-dimensional surface in a Dv → ∞

scenario, each will have its own radius R1 and R2 (R1 > R2), but both mesas will share

the same v and thus the same c0.

c1 = c0 −
Du

R1
(3.46a)

c2 = c0 −
Du

R2
(3.46b)

Initially, the wave front of both mesas will spread with positive speeds. As v becomes

depleted, c0 will decrease until it becomes smaller than Du
R2

, and c2 becomes negative. After

this, v halts at a quasi-steady state as the larger mesa expands in expense of the smaller

one, and the decrease of the protein content in the smaller mesa (M2) equals the increase

of M1:

Therefore, in curvature-driven competition, the protein flux from the smaller mesa to

the larger

dM1

dt
=

d

dt
(πR2

1h) = −dM2

dt
= − d

dt
(πR2

2h)

→ 2πhR1
dR1

dt
= −2πhR2

dR2

dt

→ R1c1 = −R2c2 (3.47)

We can insert (Eq 3.46) into (Eq 3.47) and obtain
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R1c0 −Du = −R2c0 +Du

→ c0(R1 +R2) = 2Du

→ c0 =
Du

R̄
(3.48)

where R̄ is the average of R1 and R2.

Therefore, the wave-pinning theory predicts a theoretical value of the protein flux(Fig 3.9B):

dM1

dt
= 2πhR1

dR1

dt

= 2πhR1Du

(
1

R̄
− 1

R1

)
(3.49)

This protein flux liberates more v so that the larger peak can continue to grow until it

is the only peak present. Thus, in 2D there are two drivers of competition between unequal

peaks: a difference in recruitment power between peaks of different height, and a difference

in curvature between peaks of different radii. Unlike in 1D, the latter can drive competition

even for saturated peaks with negligible difference in peak height.

Although saturated mesas are able to compete in 2D, simulation results suggest that

such competition is slow relative to that between unsaturated peaks (Fig 3.8A). To system-

atically compare competition rates for different peaks, we calculated the net flux of GTPase

from the losing peak to the winning peak, expressed as mole GTPase per second. As the

flux changes over the course of competition, we chose the point at which the winning peak

had 60% and the losing peak had 40% of the total GTPase in the peaks. We first consider
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of competition fluxes driven by differences in peak

height or peak curvature in 2D.

A) Peaks with 60% and 40% protein content were obtained from simulations of the wave-

pinning model (Eq 2.5) using different values of the parameter k. Inset: normalized to

umax. Parameter values: L = 10 µm; a = b = 1 s−1; Du = 0.01 µm2s−1; k as labeled

by color. B) Simulating competition between the peaks illustrated in A), the net protein

transfer (gray line) tracks closely with the differences in peak height when peaks are not

saturated (green line, normalized to the flux at k = 10−10). As peaks approach saturation

(region expanded in the inset), competition fluxes no longer track with the difference in

peak height, and instead approach the fluxes predicted by curvature-driven competition

(red line, eq 3.49). Fluxes driven by differences in peak height are much larger than those

driven by differences in peak curvature. C) The Turing-type model Eq 2.4 was simulated in

2D with finite cytoplasmic diffusion yielding emergent saturation. As in 1D, unsaturated

peaks generate a steeper cytoplasmic GTPase gradient than saturated mesas, yielding much

faster competition.
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the limit where Dv is infinite, and use the wave-pinning model to generate saturated or

unsaturated peaks. We kept all parameters including total GTPase M constant and varied

the parameter k (Eq 2.5) to generate peaks of different shapes but similar GTPase content

(Fig 3.9A). This revealed that competition fluxes were much larger for peaks that were

far from saturation than for saturated peaks (Fig 3.9B). For saturated peaks, the fluxes

matched those predicted for curvature-driven competition (Fig 3.9B, red line). However,

when peaks were no longer in the saturated regime, the fluxes diverged from the prediction

for curvature-driven competition, and were approximately proportional to the differences

in peak height (Fig 3.9B, green line). These results indicate that when peaks are saturated,

competition is driven by curvature, whereas when peaks are not saturated, competition

fluxes become significantly larger and competition is primarily driven by difference in peak

height, as in 1D.

Similar results were obtained simulating Turing-type models with finite cytoplasmic

diffusion, where saturation emerges as a consequence of local v depletion. As in 1D, com-

peting peaks far from saturation generated a significant cytoplasmic gradient of v driving

large fluxes of GTPase, while saturated mesas did not (Fig 3.9C). These observations sug-

gest that although peak curvature contributes to competition in 2D, it provides a relatively

weak driving force. The dominant factor for competition timescale is still the difference in

recruitment power, which decreases rapidly as peaks approach saturation.
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3.2.8 Unifying Turing and Wave-pinning models

As the Turing-type and Wave-pinning models behaved similarly with regard to to compe-

tition and saturation, we revisited their behavior with regard to diffusion-driven instability

and wave-like spread.

Wave-pinning models can be Turing unstable

We first explored the behavior of simulations of the Wave-pinning (eq 3.11) and Turing-

type (eq 3.13) models starting from the homogeneous steady state with random noise for

u. In both cases, multiple peaks formed and then rapidly competed. We investigate the

stability of the wave-pinning model below, and find that with appropriate parameters, the

Wave-pinning model is indeed Turing unstable. (Fig. 3.10)

The reaction term of the wave-pinning model (3.11) has three roots. One is the trivial

solution, which is always Turing stable:

u = 0, v = M (3.50)

The non-trivial solutions can be obtained from

uv

1 + κu2
− 1 = 0 → (κ+ 1)u2 −Mu+ 1 = 0.

This yields two solutions

u =
M ±

√
M2 − 4(κ+ 1)

2(κ+ 1)
v = u−M (3.51)

under the condition

M >
√

4(κ+ 1). (3.52)
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Figure 3.10: Symmetry breaking and competition of both the Turing-like

and the Wave-pinning model.

A, B.) Simulations of Turing-type (3.13) and Wave-Pinning model (3.11). u is indicated

in red, v in blue. Dashed line indicate the saturation point. M = 2, Du = 0.01, Dv = 1;

κ = 0 for the Turing-type model and κ = 0.01 for the Wave-Pinning model. C.) The

Turing unstable regime is independent of the saturation regime in the wave-pinning model.

Stability of the homogeneous steady state was calculated by (3.56) with parameters M =

0.005 ∼ 5, κ = 0.01 ∼ 5. Saturation index was extracted from simulated 2-peak steady

states with parameters M = 0.1 ∼ 5, κ = 0.2 ∼ 5. plotted in color in log scale, varying

Uncolored regions indicate parameter spaces where the 2-peak steady state collapses to the

homogeneous steady state.
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The condition for Turing instability in MCAS models reads as follows (Mori et al., 2008;

Rubinstein et al., 2012):

ηFu − Fv > 0 (3.53)

where η = Dv/Du and Fu and Fv are the derivatives of F (u, v) with respect to u,

Fu =
2uv

(1 + κu2)2
− 1, Fv =

u2

1 + κu2
. (3.54)

Since the homogeneous steady states satisfy

uv

1 + κu2
− 1 = 0 (3.55)

then condition (3.53) becomes

2η − u2

1 + κu2
− η > 0 → 2η − u2 > (1 + κu2)η.

Therefore, the Turing unstable condition in the non-dimensional system (3.10, 3.11) reads:

u2
(
κ+

1

η

)
< 1. (3.56)

In the Turing-type model at when k is small, the system is easily Turing unstable due to

large ratio η between the two diffusion constants.

Turing-type models can exhibit wave-pinning behavior.

Wave-pinning dynamics are thought to depend on a bi-stable system (Mori et al., 2008,

2011). As we showed that Turing-type models can exhibit bi-stability due to local deple-

tion of cytoplasmic substrate, they too should be able to manifest wave-pinning dynamics.

Indeed, if we start a simulation with one large spike of u and all other material as v, the
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Figure 3.11: Wave-pinning behavior in both Turing-like (3.13) and Wave-

pinning (3.11) model.

Initial condition for both simulations are u = 0, v = M , with a spike in u that triggers the

wave. u is indicated in red, v in blue. Parameter values are the same as Fig. 3.10, except

that M = 2.6 .

spike triggers positive feedback and expands in a wave-like manner. As the wave spreads,

v is depleted, until eventually the wave-pinning condition eq 3.20 is satisfied, and the wave

stops when the top of the peak corresponds to the saturation point usat of each model.

This behavior is seen in both Turing-type and Wave-pinning models without discernible

qualitative differences. (Fig. 3.11).

In summary, MCAS models may exhibit Turing instability or Wave-pinning dynamics,

and may compete effectively or co-exist, depending on parameters. The ”typical” behavior

or Turing or Wave-pinning model simply represents behaviors of MCAS models in a spe-

cific parameter subspace. This view is consistent with a recent review on MCAS models

((Goryachev and Leda, 2017)).
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3.3 Discussion

3.3.1 A saturation rule underlies the difference between uni-

and multi-polarity

Since Turing’s landmark 1952 paper (Turing, 1952), the power of two-component reaction-

diffusion models to generate a variety of spatial patterns has fascinated mathematical biolo-

gists. Early models with slowly-diffusing activators and rapidly-diffusing substrates formed

activator peaks with a spacing dictated by a characteristic wavelength (Gierer and Mein-

hardt, 1972). However, addition of a constraint specifying that the total mass of activator

and substrate in the system be conserved led to the finding that some such MCAS systems

evolved over time from multipolar to unipolar outcomes with a single peak of activator

(Otsuji et al., 2007; Ishihara et al., 2007; Goryachev and Pokhilko, 2008; Howell et al.,

2012; Wu et al., 2015). Our results suggest that all MCAS models would, given sufficient

time, yield unipolar outcomes.

Earlier studies on MCAS systems emphasized that different models can display different

behaviors, including Turing instability and wave-pinning dynamics. However, as illustrated

here, there is not a categorical distinction between model types. Our results, like recent

reports (Trong et al., 2014; Holmes et al., 2015; Goryachev and Leda, 2017), show that

a bistable model that yields classical wave-pinning behavior in one parameter regime can

also exhibit Turing instability with different parameters. We further show that even a

model without explicit bistability conferred by the reaction term will exhibit saturation in
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a similar way as bistable systems saturate to a fixed point due to local cytoplasmic depletion

(Chapter 3.2.5).

In the parameter regimes examined by previous studies, Turing-type model peaks dis-

played rapid competition, while wave-pinning model peaks coexisted, suggesting that com-

petition might be linked to model architecture ((Jilkine and Edelstein-Keshet, 2011; Or-

landini et al., 2013)). The propensity of a model to develop uni- or multi-polar profiles

has been analyzed by assessing the stability of the homogeneous steady state ((Giese et al.,

2015)), but because competition between peaks occurs far from the homogeneous steady

state, those analyses could not predict the outcome of competition. Here, we examined the

linear stability of the two-peak steady state, and found that all two-peak states in MCAS

models are unstable to competition. That is, the larger peak will always grow at the expense

of the smaller (scenario 1 in Fig 2.1A), for all biologically relevant MCAS models.

Although competition will always yield a single-peak outcome given sufficient time,

the timescale of competition can vary enormously. Our findings lead us to propose that

whether competition yields uni-polar or multi-polar outcomes in a biologically relevant

time frame depends primarily on a remarkably simple “saturation rule”. We show that

each MCAS model encodes a parameter-dependent saturation point, such that the peak

activator concentration saturates at a polarized steady state. As the peak activator con-

centration approaches the saturation point, the difference in peak height between unequal

peaks decreases dramatically, leading to much slower competition and effective coexistence

between peaks (scenario 3 in Fig 2.1A). Varying parameters affects the timing of com-

petition predominantly by affecting the degree to which competing peaks approach the
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saturation point. Other factors like domain size and wavefront curvature in 2D also influ-

ence the dynamics of competition (see below), though to a much lesser degree. Thus, the

major novel conclusions from our analysis are that all MCAS models share an ability to

saturate, and that the outcome of competition between GTPase clusters depends primar-

ily on whether the model parameters allow the peak GTPase concentrations to approach

saturation.

3.3.2 Competition driven by geometry

In models restricted to one spatial dimension, competition slows exponentially as peaks

approach saturation, effectively yielding meta-stable multipolar states. However, on a 2D

membrane, a fundamentally different driver of competition emerges in this regime, de-

pendent on the curvature of the wavefront separating regions of high versus low activator

concentration. Although much slower than competition between peaks of different acti-

vator concentration, this curvature-driven competition allows broader peaks to expand at

the expense of narrower peaks. This behavior is similar to that observed in a separate

but related class of phase separation models explored by Gamba and colleagues (Gamba

et al., 2007, 2009; Semplice et al., 2012). In these models, an activator (for example PIP3)

can be generated from a substrate (PIP2) and vice versa by the action of regulatory en-

zymes. Due to positive feedback, a membrane develops patches with high PIP3 and low

PIP2 concentration in a membrane with high PIP2 and low PIP3 concentration. Unlike

with the MCAS systems discussed here, the local sum of PIP3 and PIP2 concentration

is assumed to be constant. Such systems display a coarsening behavior analogous to the
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competition between peaks in MCAS systems, and a physical analogy has been drawn to

the process of precipitation from supersaturated solution (Semplice et al., 2012). As with

curvature-driven competition in MCAS models, this coarsening is driven by a geometry-

dependent “surface tension” feature that makes smaller patches of PIP3 prone to dissolve

while larger patches grow. Comparison of the kinetics of competition in a phase separation

model compared to a MCAS model suggested that, as for the curvature-driven competition

we analyzed, competition in the phase separation system was very slow relative to that in

an unsaturated MCAS system (Orlandini et al., 2013).

3.3.3 Biological implications of the saturation rule

The models considered in this report represent a drastically simplified system compared to

any biological system. Two simplifying assumptions are particularly noteworthy. First, be-

cause polarization phenomena often employ stable proteins and occur on rapid timescales

compared to cell growth, MCAS models assume a constant domain size and a constant

protein amount. This may not always apply. Second, we modeled two-component sys-

tems, whereas all known polarity systems have multiple components. More realistic multi-

component models of the budding yeast polarity circuit exist (Goryachev and Pokhilko,

2008; Howell et al., 2009; Kuo et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2015) and preliminary simulations

indicate that they too behave according to the saturation rule. However, adding additional

components can yield emergent behaviors not seen in the two-component systems (Marcon

et al., 2016; Otsuji et al., 2010). Thus, predictions of the saturation rule will need to be

tested experimentally to assess whether the insights derived from simple MCAS models are
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translatable to biological systems.

The saturation rule suggests several possible pathways by which a single Rho-GTPase

module can regulate the number of polarity sites. A cell may directly regulate the satura-

tion point by tweaking the major mechanism of saturation in each system. If saturation is

predominantly due to local depletion of cytoplasmic substrate, then increasing the strength

of positive feedback (e.g., increased GEF activity) would lead to more severe depletion, a

lower saturation point, and hence slower competition and a multi-polar outcome. Alter-

natively, if saturation is predominantly due to an additional negative feedback (Fig 3.6C),

then strengthening the negative feedback would lead to a lower saturation point, slow-

ing competition and favoring a multi-polar outcome. The saturation rule thus generates

hypotheses specific to each system that can be tested experimentally.

The most obvious prediction perhaps is that systems should transition between uni-

and multi-polarity regimes as total GTPase contents change: lower levels should yield uni-

polarity, while higher levels sufficient to allow activator concentrations to approach the

saturation point should yield multi-polarity. In the tractable budding yeast Saccharomyces

cerevisiae, the master polarity regulatory GTPase, Cdc42, becomes concentrated at polarity

sites, and initial peaks compete on a 1 minute timescale to leave only one winning peak.

However, attempts to assess whether raising polarity factor concentrations would yield more

peaks were complicated by the fact that overexpression can block polarization (Ziman and

Johnson, 1994), presumably because active GTPase spreads throughout the cell cortex.

This phenomenon has been explored in Turing models: when component concentrations

are too high, the system no longer polarizes, but instead evolves to a stable steady state
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with high levels of activator uniformly distributed all over the surface (Howell et al., 2012).

One way to avoid uniform activation is to increase cell volume as well as total protein

content in parallel, maintaining overall concentrations unchanged, which is analogous to

the gray line in Fig 2.5. Yeast cells occur naturally as haploids and diploids, and cells

with higher ploidy can be constructed. It is also possible to block cytokinesis, generating

larger cells due to failed cell division. It appears that cell volume and total protein amount

scale with ploidy for most proteins, so that total protein concentrations remain generally

unchanged ((Storchova et al., 2006)). If we were to keep the activator and substrate con-

centrations at the homogeneous steady state of an MCAS model constant, then a model

with a larger domain size would provide a larger pool of substrate, allowing greater local

enrichment of the activator, so that peak activator concentrations would approach the sat-

uration point. This predicts that as cells become larger they should eventually switch from

uni- to multi-polarity.
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Chapter 4

Competition and Co-existence in the

Budding Yeast

4.1 Introduction

The Saturation theory posits that a single Rho-GTPase MCAS model, such as the budding

yeast system, has a uni-polar regime and a multi-polar regime, depending on whether po-

larity peaks approach saturation at a maximum Rho-GTPase concentration. This suggests

that the difference between uni-polar budding yeast and tip branching Ashbya gossypii

may simply be a shift of parameter regimes, instead of differences in the feedback struc-

ture. Even if components of A. gossypii Cdc42 machinery have the same protein binding

affinities and GEF/GAP activities, a simple increase in total protein content from hyphal

elongation would push the polarity peaks to the saturation point, resulting in coexistence

of multiple polarity patches and hyphal branching. One direct prediction from this is that

the budding yeast machinery, which normally guarantees the formation of only one bud,

can simultaneously produce more than one bud, when the cell size increases.

The most intuitive way to achieve that was to utilize cytokinesis defect budding yeast.

Septins are effectors of Cdc42 and localize to the polarity patch during late G1 (reviewed

in Bi and Park (2012)). After bud emergence, septins form a ring at the bud neck, and

serve as a scaffold for later actomyosin ring assembly and cytokinesis. Septins also facilitate
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the phosphorylation and degradation of the cell-cycle inhibitory kinase Swe1, which allows

increased activity of mitotic Clb1/Clb2 CDKs, which regulate the polarity mode and switch

it from apical to isotropic growth at the bud cortex (Lew and Reed, 1993). Temperature-

sensitive septin mutants cdc3, cdc10, cdc11, cdc12 are defective in both cytokinesis and the

apical-isotropic switch, resulting in chains of elongated buds (Hartwell et al., 1973). We

used septin mutants to examine uni- or multi-polar growth in yeast cells as they get larger.

In this chapter, we utilize cytokinesis defect mutants, primarily septin temperature

sensitive mutant cdc12-6 to elucidate whether enlarged cells result in multi-polarity, what

controls multi-polarity, and whether uni- and multi-polarity can be regulated according to

the principles of the saturation theory.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Polarized growth in yeast cytokinesis-defective mutants

Septin mutant cdc12-6 cell generate only one bud during the first budding cycle after

switching to the restrictive temperature of 37°C. In haploid cells, the majority of the pop-

ulation remained uni-polar in the second budding cycle, but switched to multi-polar in the

third budding cycle (Fig 4.1A). The number of buds increased with more budding cycles,

generating long cells with ”side branches”, but the number of buds was generally fewer

than there would be if cytokinesis were completed.

From the images of fluorescent nuclear histone marker HTB2-mCherry, septin mutant
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Figure 4.1: Polarized growth in yeast cytokinesis defect mutants

A) Grow the haploid septin mutant cdc12-6 strain (DLY20240). Arrow indicate actively

growing bud, and the percentage of the sub-population with corresponding number of buds

in each cycle cycle was quantified on the right. B) Nuclear division and migration visulized

by nuclear histone marker HTB2-mCherry. Nuclei went through roughly simultaneous

division (red arrow), occasional merge (green arrow), and backward migration through the

previous bud neck (blue arrow). Time indicate hours:minutes after switching to restrictive

temperature 37°C in panels A) and B). C) The promoter of endogenous Iqg1∆ allele was

replaced by the Gal1/10 promoter (DLY20950) for shut off experiment. Cell culture was

grown in galactose media and switched to dextrose media 9 hrs before filming (time 0:00).

Arrow indicate actively growing buds.
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defects did not disrupt the temporal correlation between the nuclear cycle and the budding

cycle: Every budding event is followed strictly by one round of nuclear division, after which

polarized growth stops, until the next budding cycle happens. The average length of a

budding cycle is around 90 120 minutes, similar to the wild type. Because the number

of buds is less than the number of nuclei, multiple nuclei often share the same bud, and

occasionally two nuclei would merge back into one (Fig 4.1B, green arrow).

Several lines of evidence support that long chained buds of a septin mutant cell share

a continuous cytoplasm. When several buds were generated, budding starts roughly si-

multaneously and stops roughly simultaneously, so does nuclear division within the same

chain, indicating that the activity of CDK is roughly shared. Cytokinesis is not detected

under DIC, and nuclei sometimes migrate backwards through bud necks of the previous cell

cycle (Fig 4.1B, blue arrow), demonstrating there is no obvious physical barrier across the

necks. Given that competition relies on cytoplasmic exchange (Wu et al., 2015), a shared

cytoplasm should result in competition. Our result that most cells generate only one bud

despite there being two cell compartments and two nuclei is consistent with competition

occurring in a shared cytoplasm. However in later cell cycles, the cells switched to being

multi-polar, indicating competition is no longer effective.

Is this phenotype general for cytokinesis defect cells, or specific to septin mutants?

To answer this question, we replaced the endogenous promoter of Iqg1 to the Gal1/Gal10

promoter and shut off its expression by growing the cells in dextrose media for 12 hours.

Iqg1 recruits the actomyosin ring which play a central role in cytokinesis, and shutting it off

results in cytokinesis defect and chained cells similar to that of septin mutants. However,
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activation of mitotic Clb1/Clb2 CDK does not depend on Iqg1, so the buds do not appear

elongated as in cdc12-6. In this strain, multiple buds were generated from the same cell

chain (although the number of emerging buds is less than the number of cell compartments

(Fig 4.1), as in cdc12-6 ). Therefore, the formation of ¿1 bud at a time is general to

cytokinesis defective mutants and not septin specific.

4.2.2 Dynamics of polarity proteins

To confirm our hypothesis that competition is impeded, we acquired timelapse confocal

microscopy images of the polarity probe Bem1-GFP. After the dissipation of the polarity

patch from the previous cell cycle, the first appearance of Bem1-GFP patches localizes to

the bud compartment, next to the previous bud neck (red arrow, Fig 4.2A). A second wave

of polarization occurs 10 to 15 minutes later, typically concomitant with the dissipation

of the first wave (blue arrow, Fig 4.2A). It appears that only the second wave of polarity

patches lead to budding and are therefore true polarization sites, whereas those in the first

wave more likely reflect attempted cytokinesis.

In rare cases where cdc12-6 cells did manage to finish cytokinesis, cytokinesis did not

happen at the bud neck, but 3 µm next to it, where the first wave of polarization occurred

(red arrow, Fig 4.2B). This rare case strongly suggests that the first wave of Bem1 polar-

ization was in fact an attempted cytokinesis. Bem1 and Cdc42 localize to the bud neck

during cytokinesis. However, neck localized Cdc42 was thought to be inactive Cdc42-GDP

due to co-localization with its GAP [Rga1] [Citation]. This idea was supported by the data

that Cdc42 effectors, which bind selectively to Cdc42-GTP through their CRIB domains,
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Figure 4.2: Attempted cytokinesis in cdc12-6 shown by Bem1-GFP

A) Dynamics of Bem1-GFP probe in rsr1∆ haploid cells (DLY16767). B) Timelapse images

of DIC and Bem1-GFP probe in a DLY16767 cell that finished cytokinesis. C) Dynamics

of Cla4-GFP probe (DLY22818). D) Membrane staining by FM4-64fx shows membrane

invagination at typical attempted cytokinesis sites in fixed cells. E) Relative fluorescent in-

tensity of Bem1-GFP probe at attempted cytokinesis sites and genuine polarity patches. In

all panels, time stamp indicate minutes:seconds. Red arrow indicate attempted cytokinesis

sites. Blue arrow indicate authentic polarity patches.
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do not localize to the neck. Therefore, neck localization of Bem1 was thought to be inde-

pendent of the positive feedback that leads to polarization. One way to test whether the

first wave of Bem1 localization was indeed due to attempted cytokinesis is to observe the

localization of Cla4-GFP in cdc12-6 mutants. Indeed, the first wave of localization was

not seen (Fig 4.2C). We also investigated whether attempted cytokinesis may be partially

completed by using the membrane dye FM4-64. Indeed, a small portion of the population

show structures of membrane invagination at similar locations (Fig 4.2D). The maximum

intensity to Bem1-GFP probe in attempted cytokinesis sites is much lower than at real

polarity patches, consistent with the idea that it is localized through different mechanisms

(Fig 4.2E).

In the second cell cycle after switching to restrictive temperature, the dynamics of

Bem1-GFP show competition and coexistence of polarity patches in the same population.

Some cells established one initial patch, and generate only one bud. Some cells established

two patches but competed to one. Some other cells established two patches, and generated

two buds (Fig 4.3A).

The timing of polarization relative to the cell cycle in cdc12-6 can be shown using

Whi5-GFP as a CDK activity probe. Whi5 is a transcription inhibitor of the transcription

factors SBF and MBF, whose transcriptional targets drive cell cycle progression. Once the

cell is committed to enter the cell cycle, Whi5 is phosphorylated by G1 Cln1/Cln2 CDK and

transported out of the nucleus. Whi5 50% exit out of the nucleus has therefore been shown

to be an appropriate marker for cell cycle progression through the G1 checkpoint ”Start”

(Doncic et al., 2011). Comparison between Whi5-GFP and Bem1-tdTomato confirmed that
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Figure 4.3: Competition and Coexistence in the same population

A) Dynamics of Bem1-GFP probe in diploid cdc12-6 cells(DLY20569). B) Timing of at-

tempted cytokinesis and polarization relative to CDK activity indicated by Whi5-GFP

exiting the nuclei(green arrow) (DLY22920). C) Neck blocked by nuclear migration coin-

cide with the establishment of a new polarity site (green arrow). Orange outline presumed

nuclear position. In all panels, time stamp indicate minutes:seconds. Blue arrow indicate

authentic polarization sites.
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attempted cytokinesis coincide with Whi5 localization in the nuclei. Polarity establishment

happens (Green arrow, Fig 4.3B) when Whi5 is exiting the nuclei (Blue arrow, Fig 4.3B).

These initial polarity sites may finish competition or not, and the cells start budding.

Interestingly, the timing of Whi5 exit in the two cell compartments is often delayed by

2 to 4 minutes (Fig 4.3B). In some rare cases, a new bud takes off from a cell that after

a first bud was already established earlier in the same cell cycle. We captured one such

case with Bem1-tdTomato probe observed that the new bud originated from a new polarity

patch formed long after the first budding event (Fig 4.3C). The establishment of a new

polarity patch coincided with a nucleus migrating through the current bud neck. These

results imply that cytoplasmic diffusion barriers may exist around the neck, some of which

may still allow competition, but some insulate the cell compartments enough such that a

new polarity patch may be established without the effect of competition.

4.2.3 The effect of necks on the tendency for multi-budding

A diffusion barrier may be introduced by the simple geometry of the bud neck and the long

narrow bud, or due to unknown subcellular structures at the neck, or floating organelles

blocking the neck. To understand what may be the source of the diffusion barrier, and

to what extent the diffusion barrier impedes diffusion, I conducted Fluorescence Recovery

After Photobleaching (FRAP) experiments with freely diffusible GFP protein (Fig 4.4A).

I FRAPped a region in the bud compartment and then measured the fluorescence recovery

of the bleached site, as well as fluorescence decay in regions of the daughter and mother

cell compartments that are equidistant to the bleach site. Therefore, the only difference in
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terms of diffusion is the presence of the neck. A total of 34 cells were bleached, and each

cell was bleached 5 times. After each bleach, the intensity of the daughter compartment

quickly went down, and then gradually increased due to influx of fluorescent protein from

the mother. I fit the experimental results to a linear combination of two exponential curves,

reflecting the fast decay and the slower recovery. The intensity in the mother decreases

monotonically and can be fitted by a single exponential decay. I also modeled the same

FRAP experiment in a three dimensional shape constructed by a sphere and an ellipsoid,

and acquired exponential fits in the same way (Fig 4.4B). The recovery half-time can then

be acquired with kinetic constants from the fitted exponential decay curves, either from

the daughter site or the mother site (Fig 4.4C) (see Methods for detail). There was a slight

delay in recovery half-time at the mother site by a median 0.2 seconds compared to the

daughter site. This difference can be recapitulated by my simulations, demonstrating that

the majority of the delay can be sufficiently explained by the geometry of the cell. However,

both distributions are considerably variable at the upper end, possibly reflecting situations

where organelles partially blocked the neck.

4.2.4 The effect of Volume on the tendency for multi-budding

What impeded competition in cytokinesis-defective cells in later cell cycles? The observa-

tion that the presence of the neck slows down competition provided one hypothesis: As cell

elongate through multiple cell cycles, the number of necks increases, and communication

between two patches across multiple necks is no longer effective, thus small patches survive

competition, and the cells switch to multi-polar mode. An alternative hypothesis is inspired
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Figure 4.4: Neck geometry slows down diffusion

A) The influence of neck in impeding diffusion was accessed by bleaching over-expressed

cytoplasmic free floating GFP at the daughter compartment immediately adjacent to the

neck. Dynamics of fluorescence intensity was measured at the mother and daughter com-

partment equidistal to the bleach site, and fitted to experimental decay curves. Time stamp

in seconds. B) The identical experiment done in silico on simulated 3D cell. C) Distri-

bution of Half-time extracted from exponential decay curves from experiments. Black line

indicate median from FRAP experiments. Red lines indicate simulation data.
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by mathematical models: The saturation theory we established in the previous two chap-

ters predicts that competition will slow down as cell length increases, primarily because if

protein content is proportional to cell length (volume in 3D), it should increase and push

the patches closer to saturation, which slows down competition. These two hypothesis are

not mutually exclusive, and may both affect competition.

To understand the relative importance between the two hypothesis, we compared hap-

loid and diploid cells at the second cell cycle after switching to restrictive temperature.

Diploid cells are nearly twice as large in volume, slightly longer in length, and have wider

necks (Fig 4.5A). If slow diffusion across the neck is primarily effecting competition, hap-

loid cells will more likely generate multiple buds than diploids. Alternatively, if saturation

is primarily effecting competition, diploid cells who have twice the volume should generate

more buds.

We grew haploid and diploid cdc12-6 cells at the restrictive temperature for 4 h and

fixed the two populations. 4 h was long enough to fit at least one cell cycle after cells

adjusted to the temperature shift (roughly 30 minutes). We then stained the cells with

FM4-64fx membrane dye to confirm that cytokinesis did not take place, and scored the

number of buds with confocal microscopy. The cells were either 1-budded or 2-budded at

the second cell cycle. An average of 39.2% of the diploid population were 2-budded but

only 8.7% of the haploids (Fig 4.5B). Diploid cells with their MATα allele deleted from the

mating type locus have the geometry of diploid cells but respond to pheromone as haploid a

cells and manifest haploid specific budding pattern, but have 31.7% of 2-budded cells after

4 h at restrictive temperature, indicating that the difference in multi-budding tendency
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Figure 4.5: multi-budding tendency in diploids versus haploids

A) Volume, length and neck width of haploid (DLY9455) versus diploid cells (DLY20569).

Scale bar = 2 µm. B) multi-budding tendency of diploid versus haploid cells and

mat∆/MATa diploids (DLY22887). C) The percentage of the sub-population of cells that

established multiple initial patches and the percentage that finished competition or not

among this sub-population. *CAB = competition finished after budding. D) The distribu-

tion of coexistence time of the cells that established multiple polarity patches and finished
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between diploid and haploid cells was due to ploidy and not differences in mating type.

To understand the dynamics of polarity patches in diploid and haploid cells, we con-

ducted timelapse confocal microscopy 2 h to 4 h after switching to restrictive temperature.

The proportions of cells that established multiple polarity patches in the second cell cycle

were around 70% in diploids and 55% in haploids (Fig 4.5C). Out of the sub-population

that generated 2 initial patches, 75% of diploid cells become 2-budded, whereas only 36%

of haploid cells were 2-budded. In rare cases, competition finished after two small buds

were generated.

In aggregate, the large volume(length) in diploids correlates with both the establishment

of more initial patches and the two-fold difference in the frequency of co-existence when 2

initial patches are present to compete, resulting in much higher multi-budding tendency.

This supports the saturation hypothesis and suggests that the neck has an minor effect

relatively in impeding competition. However, if we compare the time it took to finish

competition (transient coexistence time of two initial patches), the results were too variable

with the current sample size to draw conclusions from (Fig 4.5D).

4.2.5 The effect of protein content in RSR1+ cells

Why do cell volume and length correlate with multi-budding tendency? In a classical Turing

system, the number of activator peaks depends on the cell length relative to a characteristic

wavelength (See Chapter 1.2). If the cell increases in length to fit more than one wave,
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multiple peaks will form. In a mass-conserved scenario, multiple peaks will form if cell size

allows, but competition trims down the number of peaks. Ishihara et al. (2007) have shown

that in one spatial dimension, the speed of competition decreases exponentially as cell size

increases, which is in line with our result that diploid cells establish more initial patches

and tend to not to finish competition. However, we have shown the decrease in competition

speed is not due to length per se, but because total protein content scales proportionally

to cell size and saturate the peaks (Fig 2.5). If saturation is indeed the dominant factor for

multi-budding tendency in cdc12-6 cells, overexpressing polarity proteins should increase

multi-budding tendency.

To test this hypothesis, we first manipulated the copy number of Cdc42 in diploid

cdc12-6 cells (2x copies, Fig 4.6A). We deleted a copy of Cdc42 allele from the endogenous

locus to generate the hemizygote (1x), and integrated an exogenous copy of Cdc42 driven

by the Cdc42 promoter at the URA3 locus of either the wildtype (2+1x) or the hemizygote

(1+1x). We performed western blots on Cdc42 in these strains and counted the percentage

of two budding cells in a fixed population following the same protocol described in Fig 4.5B.

Despite that the western blot confirmed the expected expression level differences in these

strains, the manipulations did not affect multi-budding tendency (Fig 4.6A).

We reasoned that Cdc42 may be in excess among the polarity proteins, so that manip-

ulating only the copy number of Cdc42 has not affected multi-budding tendency. Since we

do not know which of the polarity proteins are limiting, we generated a strain hemizygous

for Cdc42, Bem1 and Cdc24 (1x, Fig 4.6B) and a strain homozygous for additional copies of

Cdc42, Bem1, and Cdc24, which should double the content of all three polarity proteins rel-
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Figure 4.6: Over-expression of polarity proteins decreases multi-budding

tendency.

Percentage of 2-budded cells in A) diploid strains containing 2 endogenous copies (2x,

DLY20569), 1 endogenous copy (1x, DLY20995), 2 endogenous copies and 1 exogenous copy
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CDC42. Normalized intensity of semi-quantitative western blot of the respective strains in

the inset. B) diploid strains containing 2 endogenous copies (2x, DLY20569), 1 endogenous

copy (1x, DLY23218), or 2 endogenous copies and 2 exogenous copies ((2+2)x, DLY23251)

of Cdc42, Bem1, and Cdc24. C) the Cdc42 over-expression strain DLY22995 under differ-
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ative to wild type (2+2x). As with the hemizygote of only Cdc42, the hemizygote of Cdc42,

Bem1, and Cdc24 did not affect multi-budding tendency. Strikingly, doubling the content

for all three genes decreased multi-budding tendency, contradictory to the prediction from

the saturation theory.

In parallel to manipulating the copy number of polarity proteins, we also attempted

to over-express polarity proteins. The over-expression strains were driven by a synthetic

transcription factor that fuses the DNA binding domain of Gal4, the estrogen binding

domain of human estrogen receptor (hER), and activation domain of the viral protein

VP16. Upon addition of βestradiol, the transcription factor turns on the expression of

downstream genes driven by Gal1/Gal10 promoters (Louvion et al., 1993). This synthetic

construct allows overexpression from Gal1/Gal10 promoter in a dose dependent manner

without switching the carbon source to galactose. Consistent with Fig 4.6B, overexpression

of Cdc42 alone or Cdc42 and 24 at the same time both resulted in decreased percentages

of 2-budded cells (Fig 4.6C, D).

Three independent experiments all consistently opposite to what the saturation theory

predicts was puzzling. It implies that some mechanism currently not within the modeling

framework has a profound effect, because nowhere in the parameter space does increasing

protein content increase competition speed. One gene (absent from the models) that was

known to affect competition speed is the Ras-family GTPase RSR1.
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4.2.6 The effect of RSR1 on the dynamics of polarity estab-

lishment

Budding yeast deposit landmark protein at specific positions during the growth of the

bud. These landmarks can bind and thereby localize the Rsr1-directed GEF Bud5 to the

designated sites, leading to local activation of Rsr1 (Kang et al. 2001). GTP-Rsr1 interacts

with the Cdc42-directed GEF Cdc24, presumably recruiting it to those sites (Zheng et al.

1995). In septin mutants at the second cell cycle, the landmarks favor polarity establishment

near the neck, the distal pole opposite to the neck at the mother compartment, and the

bud tip. Therefore, cdc12-6 cells establish multiple initial patches at these landmark sites

due to the presence of RSR1. rsr1∆ cells bud in random patterns (Bender1989).

It has also been shown that RSR1 slows down competition (Wu et al., 2013). It was

argued that the presence of RSR1 at more than one position may add equal GEF activity

to two competing patches, thereby decreasing the advantage of the winning patch. Both

the positional effect on the number of initial patches and slow competition due to RSR1 are

not currently in our modeling framework and may interfere with interpretations regarding

the saturation rule. Therefore, we turned to look at competition in rsr1∆ background.

In the second cell cycle of cdc12-6 diploid cells after switching to restrictive temperature,

rsr1∆ show a dramatic decrease in the percentage of two budded cells. This is due to both

less of the cells establishing two initial patches, and in most of these cells the two patches

finished competition (Fig 4.7A.
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Figure 4.7: symmetry breaking in rsr1∆ cells

A) The effect of RSR1 on polarity establishment and competition between 2 initial patches.

RSR1:DLY20569, rsr1∆:DLY15376. B) The distribution of length and volume in cycle 2

diploids, cycle 3 diploids, and cycle 3 haploids in rsr1∆ background. Diploid: DLY15376.

Haploid: DLY9453. C) The number of initial patches established in the three popula-

tions. D) The percentage of co-existence and competition within the sub-population that

established 2 initial patches.
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4.2.7 The effect of cell volume and length in rsr1∆ cells

In the second cell cycle of rsr1∆; cdc12-6 cells after switching to restrictive temperature,

most of the cells establish only one patch to begin with. However, the cycle 3 population

provides an insightful comparison with the cycle 2 diploids, because the effect of volume

and length that were convoluted in Fig 4.5 can now be uncoupled.

Cycle 3 diploids are twice the size of cycle 2 diploids in both the length and the volume.

In contrast, cycle 3 haploids are much longer in length than cycle 2 diploids, but have the

same volume (Fig 4.7B). Therefore, any difference between cycle 2 diploids and cycle 3

haploids can only be attributed to length but not volume or protein content. In terms of

the number of initial patches, cycle 3 diploids generally establish multiple initial patches,

whereas cycle 2 diploids more often establish only one patch (Fig 4.7C). Interestingly, the

tendency of cycle 3 haploids to generate multiple initial patches is also much higher than

cycle 2 diploids. Among the cells that established two initial patches, nearly half of the

cycle 3 diploid cells did not finish competition, compared to only 12% and 21% of the cycle

2 diploids and cycle 3 haploids, respectively (Fig 4.7D). Sample montages can be found in

Fig 4.8B. These data are consistent with the prediction from Turing-type MCAS that the

number of initial patches are determined by the cell length relative to the characteristic

wavelength, but the speed of competition is primarily determined by the saturation rule,

which is more heavily influenced by total protein content and volume.

Despite that cycle 3 haploids are much longer in length compared with cycle 2 diploids,

the distance between two patches is similar between the subset of these two populations
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that had 2 initial patches established(Fig 4.8A). The positions of the initial patches appear

somewhat random. The patches do not appear evenly spaced throughout the whole cell,

and there does not appear to be ”hot spots.” Two patches more likely form in separate

compartments, but it is not rare either that they form in the same one.

The distance between two patches also correlates with the frequency of coexistence.

As competition process through the cytoplasmic gradient generated by the difference in

recruitment power (Fig 2.4G), the more distant two peaks are apart from each other, the

shallower the gradient. Therefore, one may also argue that competition speed is primarily

affected by the how far away from each other the two patches are. This hypothesis is

equally valid as the hypothesis that large volume leads to saturation through increased

protein content.

4.2.8 Extra copies of polarity proteins slows down competi-

tion in rsr1∆

To understand whether the total amount of polarity proteins play a role in the establishment

and competition of polarity patches in the rsr1∆ background, we introduced extra copies of

Cdc42, Bem1, and Cdc24 in rsr1∆;cdc12-6 background (2x, Fig 4.9A). We again acquired

time-lapse images from the cycle 2 diploids, cycle 3 diploids and cycle 3 haploids, and

compared them with the data in Fig 4.7B (1x). Diploids with extra copies of polarity genes

are homozygous at all extra copy loci.

Extra copies of polarity genes did not affect the number of initial patches in either
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Figure 4.9: Competition additional copies of polarity proteins

A) DIC images of cycle 2 diploids containing 2 endogenous copies (2x, DLY15376), or

2 endogenous copies and 2 exogenous copies ((2+2)x, DLY23308), and cycle 3 haploids

contanining 1 endogenous copy (1x, DLY9453) or 1 endogenous and 1 exogenous copies

((1+1)x, DLY23302) of Cdc42, Bem1, and Cdc24. B) The number of initial patches within

cycle 2 diploids, cycle 3 diploids, and cycle 3 haploids with and without extra copies of

Cdc42, Bem1, and Cdc24. C) The percentage of competition and coexistence among the

sub-population of cells that established 2 initial patches. D) The volume, E) length of

the six populations. F) The distance between the 2 initial patches (Only scoring the sub-

population that established 2 initial patches.)102



cycle 2 diploids or cycle 3 haploids, but increased it in cycle 3 diploids (Fig 4.9B). We then

compared the percentage of co-existence versus competition among the sub-population that

established co-existence of competition. Because sub-population of 2x cycle 3 diploids that

established only 2 initial patches is too small, we did not include them in this analysis.

Extra copies of polarity proteins resulted in a consistent 2 to 3 fold increase in coexistence

in both cycle 2 diploids and cycle 3 haploids (Fig 4.9C). As introducing extra copies of

polarity protein did not alter the volume (Fig 4.9D), length (Fig 4.9E), or the distance

between the two patches (Fig 4.9F), the increase in co-existence can only be attributed to

increased protein content, providing support for the saturation hypothesis but not others.

The difference between cycle 2 diploids and cycle 3 haploids in the percentage of coexistence

remains the same trend in the extra copy strain, presumably due to the difference in cell

length.

4.3 Discussion

4.3.1 Critical factors that influence multi-polar growth in

cytokinesis defect mutants.

A major prediction from the saturation theory is that cells with larger volume would have

increased total protein content, which will drive the polarity patched towards the saturation

point, and slow down competition. If this rationale applies to the polarity machinery in

S. cerevisiae, mutants that exhibit increased cell size should be sufficient to break the

competition mechanism that enforces the formation of only one bud without modifying the
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endogenous polarity machinery.

The multi-budding phenotype of cytokinesis defective strains (Fig 4.1) is in line with this

prediction. However, several alternative hypotheses could also explain the multi-budding

phenotype and may all contribute to it to some degree. One hypothesis is that the geometry

of a narrow neck slow down cytoplasmic diffusion and hence competition. This hypothesis

was confirmed (Fig 4.4), but is a minor factor compared to cell size (Fig 4.5).

Because cell volume and length are correlated, what aspect of cell size dominantly

contributes to the multi-budding phenotype was unclear. The comparison between cycle

2 diploids and cycle 3 haploids provided an opportunity to decouple the two and isolate

the effect of length but not volume. We show that length contributes to the number of

initial patches but not much to competition time (Fig 4.7C, D). On the other hand, it

is difficult to isolate volume. However, from the aspect of the saturation theory, volume

contributes to competition speed indirectly through the content of the polarity proteins

if protein concentration is assumed the same. Therefore, we directly tested the effect of

polarity protein content and showed that in rsr1∆ background, extra copies of polarity

proteins did slow down competition, but did not affect the number of initial patches (as

least in cycle 2 diploids and cycle 3 haploids). In summary, our results suggest that the

increase in volume is the dominant factor that contributed to impeded competition, and

is in part responsible for the multi-budding phenotype in cytokinesis defective mutants,

providing experimental support for the saturation rule.
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4.3.2 What governs the number of initial patches?

Compared to our understanding of how volume may slow down competition, we have little

idea of how length may increase the number of initial patches. Turing’s characteristic wave-

length argument could potentially explain it, but it also predicts even spacing between the

peaks. In cycle 3 haploid cdc12-6 ;rsr1∆ cells, cases where initial peaks are established at

the mother compartment and the first bud but not the second bud is common (Fig 4.8B).

Cases where two initial patches established within the same compartment is also not un-

common. These data raise the possibility that noise within the cell may be prominent

enough to trigger polarization when the homogeneous steady state is stable.

It is clear that before the cell commits to the cell cycle, Cdc42 is Turing-stable at a

homogeneous steady state. Strong and stable polarization depends on increased activity

of cln1/cln2 CDK, indicating that the system is switching to the Turing unstable regime,

although the detailed mechanism is not known. During this process, the level of noise

required to kick off polarization decreases, and cells may be able to polarize from larger

noise before the system becomes Turing unstable (where the homogeneous steady state is

unstable to even infinitesimal noise). If that is the case, the initial pattern of the noise that

kicks of polarization would directly determine how many initial patches would be generated.

Nevertheless, our data that cycle 3 haploid cells are longer but do have not increased

distance between polarity patches show that the position of initial patches is not entirely

random either. This may imply that the noise that kicks off polarization is pre-patterned.

Alternatively, this may also imply that cells polarize at close to the Turing-unstable regime
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and the fixed characteristic wavelength still has a role, but is largely affected by random

noise.

4.3.3 RSR1, the mysterious factor.

Why are cells less multi-budding with increased polarity proteins in RSR1 background

(Fig 4.6) but not in rsr1∆? As the data in rsr1∆ is consistent with simulations, where

RSR1 is not considered, we can argue that the rsr1∆ result confirms the saturation theory,

but the presence of RSR1 into the system introduced an additional layer of complexity.

This additional complexity may be due to imbalanced stoichiometry, as this phenomenon

is only observed when polarity proteins are over-expressed, but not when overall protein

content is increased through increased cell size. The imbalanced stoichiometry is unlikely

within the core Cdc42-Bem1-Cdc24 positive feedback, because extra copies of all three still

resulted in less multi-budding cells in RSR1 cells but not in rsr1∆.

Previous research in our lab (Wu et al., 2013) had reported that competition is slower

in RSR1 cells. The authors argued with simulations that RSR1-localized Cdc24 provides

equal GEF activity to competing patches, ameliorating the imbalance of positive feedback

strength between the winning and the losing peaks, thereby slowing down competition. On

the other hand, another recent publication from our lab has shown that cells can polarize

in an RSR1 dependent manner at a weaker intensity before CDK activity increases at the

cell cycle checkpoint ”Start”(Moran et al., 2019). Taking these two considerations into ac-

count, one explanation for why overexpression of polarity proteins decreased multi-budding

tendency is that RSR1 cells establish multiple polarity patches pre-Start but these do not
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readily compete due to equal RSR1-directed GEF activity at all patches, counteracting the

imbalance of positive feedback that tends to drive competition. When polarity proteins are

overexpressed, the positive feedback is stronger and can overcome RSR1-directed GEF, so

cells have a better chance to finish competition.

4.3.4 A switch from uni- to multi-polarity in Ashbya gossypii

For some filamentous fungi, like Ashbya gossypii, development proceeds through a cell

enlargement process in which a single shared cytoplasm houses more and more nuclei. This

provides a natural system that samples a large range of cell sizes. Cell polarity in A. gossypii

is thought to be governed by the same Cdc42-centered circuit employed in S. cerevisiae,

but these cells transition from always having a single polarity site when they are small

(following germination), to having two (and then more) polarity sites as they grow larger,

leading to hyphal branching (Knechtle et al., 2003). Sporadic septation (division separating

parts of a single large cell into two smaller ones) can restore a single polarity site to the

cell, but continued growth then leads to additional polarity site(s) again. This behavior

is consistent with a switch from uni- to multi-polarity according to the saturation rule. A

prediction for this system would be that reducing total content of polarity proteins should

delay the switch from uni-polar to multi-polar behavior, so that it would take a larger cell

to initiate a hyphal branch.

In addition to manipulating protein content, a cell may also regulate uni- or multi-

polarity by modifying the saturation point. The saturation point would be dependent

on kinetic and diffusion constants in similar ways as derived from the conceptual model
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(Eq 2.9). Therefore, regulating the strength of positive feedback through protein-protein

interaction between Cdc42, the scaffold, or the GEF, or the inactivation rate of GAPs may

change the saturation point and change the frequency of hyphal branching. Consistent with

this view, it has been reported that reducing GAP activity by deleting one of the Cdc42-

directed GAPs, Bem2, results in a higher frequency of tip-branching and establishment of

multiple branches from isotropic growth (Wendland and Philippsen, 2000).

Although we were able to mimic hyphal branching in S. cerevisiae septin mutants,

the multi-budding phenomenon is a re-polarization event following an un-polarized state.

However, tip brancing in A. gossypii requires separating the actively growing polarity patch

into two. This cannot be sufficiently explained by a simple activator substrate model, but

requires a source of disruption, perhaps via negative feedback (Otsuji et al., 2010; Jacobs

et al., 2019). In A. gossypii, hyphal growth can extend up to 50 times faster than budding

in S. cerevisiae, likely due to a powerful exocytic machinery (Kohli et al., 2008). Vesicle

delivery disrupts the polarity patch as a negative feedback (Reviewed in (Chiou et al.,

2017)), and may provide sufficient disruption to the active polarity patch such that it splits

into two. Consistent with this view, deleting of a C-terminal auto-inhibitory domain of the

formin AgBni1 (which polymerizes actin cables and organizes exocytic vesicles) results in

greater number of actin cables at the tip and premature and more frequent tip branching

(Schmitz et al., 2006).
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Chapter 5

Materials and Methods

5.1 Yeast strains

All yeast strains (Table 6.1) are in the YEF473 background (his3-∆200 leu2-∆1 lys2-

801amber trp1-∆63 ura3-52 ).

5.2 Live-cell microscopy

5.2.1 Cell culture and hydroxyurea treatment

Cells were grown in liquid complete synthetic media (CSM, MP Biomedicals) with 2%

dextrose at 24°C overnight until they reached log phase. Liquid culture were then treated

with 200 mM hydroxyurea (Sigma) to protect cells from phototoxicity and shifted to the

restrictive temperature 37°C water bath for 1 hr. hydroxyurea treatment for 1 hr was not

sufficient to arrest the cells, but enough to protect them from phototoxicity for my purpose.

The cultures were then washed and released into fresh media for 1 hr for imaging of the

second cell cycle and for 3 hrs for imaging of the third cell cycle.
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Strain genotype

DLY9453 a; cdc12-6; rsr1::HIS3; BEM1-GFP:LEU2

DLY9455 a; cdc12-6; BEM1-GFP:LEU2

DLY15376 a/α;cdc12-6/cdc12-6;

rsr1::HIS3/rsr1::HIS3;BEM1-GFP:LEU2/BEM1-GFP:LEU2

DLY16767 a; cdc12-6; rsr1::TRP1; BEM1-GFP:LEU2; Cdc2438A

DLY20240 a; cdc12-6; Bem1-GFP:LEU2; HTB2-mCherry:natR

DLY20569 a/α; cdc12-6/cdc12-6; Bem1-GFP:LEU2/Bem1-GFP:LEU2

DLY20950 a/α; Whi5-GFP:HIS5/Whi5-GFP:HIS5; rsr1::TRP1/rsr1::TRP1;

BEM1-tdtomato::HIS5/BEM1-tdtomato::HIS5;

pGal1-IQG1:LEU2/pGal1-IQG1:LEU2

DLY20995 a/α; cdc12-6/cdc12-6; cdc42::natR/CDC42;

Bem1-GFP:LEU2/Bem1-GFP:LEU2

DLY21458 a/α; cdc12-6/cdc12-6; BEM1-GFP:LEU2/BEM1-GFP:LEU2;

Gal4BD-hER-VP16:URA3/ura;

pGAL1(HIS3)-CDC24-HA:kanR/CDC24;

pGAL1(kanR):CDC42/CDC42

DLY22818 a; rsr1::TRP1; CLA4-GFP:HIS5; CDC3-mCherry:LEU2; cdc12-6;

Cdc2438A

DLY22887 a/matα::natR; cdc12-6/cdc12-6; Bem1-GFP:LEU2/Bem1-GFP:LEU2

DLY22920 a/α; cdc12-6/cdc12-6; Whi5-GFP:HIS5/Whi5-GFP:HIS5;

BEM1-tdTomato:HIS5/BEM1-tdTomato:HIS5

DLY22931 a/α; cdc12-6/cdc12-6; Bem1-GFP:LEU2/Bem1-GFP:LEU2;

CDC42:URA3/ura

DLY22932 a/α; cdc12-6/cdc12-6; cdc42::natR/CDC42;

Bem1-GFP:LEU2/Bem1-GFP:LEU2; CDC42:URA3/ura

DLY22995 a/α; cdc12-6/cdc12-6; BEM1-GFP:LEU2/BEM1-GFP:LEU2;

Gal4BD-hER-VP16:URA3/ura3; pGAL1(kanR):CDC42/CDC42

DLY23218 a/α; cdc12-6/cdc12-6; cdc24::natR/CDC24;

Bem1-GFP:LEU2/bem1::hygR; cdc42::HIS3/CDC42

Table 5.1: Yeast Strains
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DLY23251 a/α; cdc12-6/cdc12-6; CDC24-HA:kanR/CDC24-HA:kanR; BEM1-

GFP:TRP1:Bem1-GFP:LEU2/BEM1-GFP:TRP1:Bem1-GFP:LEU2;

pCDC24-CDC24-HA:URA3/pCDC24p-CDC24-HA:URA3;

CDC42:CDC42:TRP1/CDC42:CDC42:TRP1

DLY23302 a; cdc12-6; CDC24-HA:kanR; BEM1-GFP:TRP1:Bem1-GFP:LEU2;

pCDC24-CDC24-HA:URA3; CDC42:CDC42:TRP1; rsr1::TRP1

DLY23308 a/α; cdc12-6/cdc12-6; CDC24-HA:kanR/CDC24-HA:kanR; BEM1-

GFP:TRP1:Bem1-GFP:LEU2/BEM1-GFP:TRP1:Bem1-GFP:LEU2;

pCDC24-CDC24-HA:URA3/pCDC24-CDC24-HA:URA3;

CDC42:CDC42:TRP1/CDC42:CDC42:TRP1; rsr1::TRP1/rsr1::TRP1

Yeast Strains (continued)

5.2.2 Imaging on live cell station

Log phase culture in CSM were harvested and mounted on a slab composed of CSM solidified

with 2% agarose (Denville Scientific, Inc.). The cells were imaged at constant temperature

on Axio Observer.Z1 (Zeiss) with Pecon XL S1 incubator and control modules, a X-CITE

120XL metal halide fluorescence light source, and a 100x/1.46 (Oil) Plan Apochromat

objective controlled by MetaMorph 7.8 (Universal Imaging). Images were captured with

a Photometrics Evolve back-thinned EM-CCD camera. The fluorescence light source was

set to 50% of the maximal output with a 2% ND filter. An EM-Gain of 750 and 200 ms

exposure was set for the red channel (HTB2-mCherry), and an EM-Gain of 100 and 20 ms

exposure was set for the Differential interference contrast (DIC) channel.

5.2.3 Imaging on spinning disk confocal microscope

Images were acquired with an Andor XD recolution spinning disk confocal microscope

(Olympus) with a Yokogawa CsuX-1 5000 rpm dixk unit and a 100x/1.4 U PlanSApo

oil-immersion objective controlled by MetaMorph 7.8. 20 Z-stackes of 0.5 µm z-step was
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captured at 45-second interval with Andor Ixon3 897 512 EMCCD camera (Andor Tech-

nology). The fluorescence light source was set to 6% of the maximal lazer power for the

green channel and 8% for the red channel. An EM-Gain of 200 and exposures of 250 ms

were used.

5.2.4 β-estradiol treatment and Gal1/10 promoter shut off

Over-expression strains were driven by the Gal1/10 promoter with synthetic transcription

factor Gal4BD-hER-VP16 induced by β-estradiol. Cells were treated with β-estradiol 4 hrs

prior to the beginning of live cell imaging or 6 hrs prior to fixation at 24°C. For live cell

imaging, the slab was made with solidified containing the same concentration of β-estradiol

as the intended treatment.

The Gal1/10 promoter shut off strain was grown in CSM with 2% galactose overnight

till log phase, and diluted 20 times into liquid CSM with 2% dextrose for 9 hrs before

filming on live cell station.

5.2.5 Deconvolution and image analysis

Fluorescent images were deconvolved with SVI Huygens Deconvolution (Scientific Volume

Imaging) and analyzed using Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). A signal to noise ratio of 10 was

used for live cell imaging and 3 for Spinning Disk Confocal images. Only the cells that are

not in contact with others or have been moved during live cell imaging such that they are

obviously not connected to neighboring cells were used for quantification to avoid cell pairs

that exprience incomplete cytokinesis in the previous cell cycle.
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5.3 Cell Fixation and membrane staining

To score the number of buds at the second cell cycle, cells were cultured overnight at 24°C

and switched to 37°C water bath for 4 hrs. 1 mL cell culture was then harvested, spun down,

and resuspended in 100 µL ice cold 10 µM FM4-64fx (Thermofisher Scientific) on ice for

1 minute. After 1 minute staining, 1 mL ice cold 4% paraformaldehyde were immediately

added to the staining culture and rested on ice for 10 minutes. The cells were then washed

twice with PBS and stored in 4°C for imaging.

5.4 Western blotting

For Western blot analysis, 107 cells were harvested from log-phase cultures, and total

protein was extracted by trichloroacetic acid precipitation. Electrophoresis and West-

ern blotting were performed as described in Bose et al. (2001). Monoclonal anti-Cdc42

Wu and Brennwald (2010) was used at 1:500 dilution. Polyclonal anti-Cdc11 (Santa

Cruz Biotechnologies) and Fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies against mouse

(IRDye800 conjugated anti- mouse IgG, Rockland Immunochemicals) was used at 1:5000 di-

lution. Fluorephore-conjugated secondary anntibody against rabbit (Alexa Fluor 680 goat

anti-rabbit IgG, Invitrogen) antibodies was used at 1:10000 dilution. Blots were visualized

and quantified by ODYSSEY imaging system (LI-COR Biosciences).
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5.5 Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)

FRAP experiments were conducted on DeltaVision Elite Deconvolution Microscope (Ap-

plied Precision) with a 100x/1.40 oil UPLSAPO100X0 1-U2B836 WD objective controled

by SoftWoRx 6.1 (Softworx Inc.). Images were captured with Coolsnap HQ2 high resolu-

tion CCD camera. Photobleaching experiments were conducted on small budded cycle 2

cdc12-6 cells over-expressing cytoplasmic GFP. The bleaching 488 nm laser was set to an

exposure of 5 ms at 20% of maximal intensity. Cells were imaged with 32% ND filter, 50

ms exposure time, and 2x2 binning for three times before bleach and 15 times after bleach.

Imaging interval was set automatically assuming 1 second half-time.

Images were analyzed using Fiji and MATLAB (Mathworks). Fluorescence signal at the

bleach site and sites in the mother and the daughter compartments equidistal to the bleach

site were averaged within a 3 µm diameter radius and normalized with an unbleached cell

and the background fluorescence nearby using the formula:

Inormalized = (Iraw − Ibackground)/(Iunbleached − Ibackground)

Normalized intensity at the mother site was fit with a single exponential decay ae−kt+c,

the bleach site with an exponential recovery −ae−kt+c, and the daughter site with a linear

combination of the two ae−kt + bect + d. The recovery half-time can then be calculated by

T 1
2

=
ln(2)

k
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5.6 Model simulation

5.6.1 Implementation of Reaction-Diffusion models

Simulations of the MCAS models were done on MATLAB with parameters described in the

main text. One-dimensional simulations were done on domains with fixed spatial resolution

of 500 grid points, except the simulations with large domains, where number of grid points

was increased proportionately. Finite differences were used with the linear diffusion being

treated implicitly and the nonlinear reaction term explicitly in the time stepping. Two-

dimensional simulations are computed on 200× 200 grid points implemented using implicit

spectral methods. For all simulations in the limit Dv →∞, the mean of v was taken every

time step. All simulations proceeded with adaptive time stepping according to relative

error in the reaction term. The MATLAB code used for simulations is provided in Source

Code Files.

5.6.2 Calculation of competition time

Simulations of competition is generally generated as follows: Two-peak steady states were

first generated by simulating the evolution of the homogeneous steady state with an added

sine wave. Perturbations were then introduced by increasing the amplitude of the concen-

tration profiles u(x) v(x) at the first peak by a given percentage (e.g. a 20% increase), and

decreasing the amplitude of the second peak by the same percentage (e.g. a 20% decrease).

The resulting two unequal peaks were then allowed to compete.

For simulations used in Fig 2.3A and Fig 2.4F, we recorded the measurements of the
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peak height (umax) to calculate the saturation index, and the competition time. The steady

state umax was obtained from the two-peak steady state. The two peaks were then per-

turbed by increasing the protein content of the left half-domain and decreasing the protein

content of the right half-domain, so that each half has 60% and 40% of the original M ,

respectively. For more accurate measurements of the competition time, the two halves

were first simulated individually to their own steady states in isolation. Upon the start of

competition, the two half-domain were allowed to communicate through diffusion, and the

competition time was calculated by measuring the resolution time of two unequal peaks

from 60% and 40% at the beginning to 99% and 1%.

5.6.3 3-dimensional FRAP simulation

The 3-dimensional geometry of cycle 2 cdc12-6 was modeled by the closest point method

described in Ramirez et al. (2015). The cell shape was designated as the combination of a

6 µm diameter sphere and a ellipsoid with a long arm of 6 µm and a short arm of 2 µm

partially overlapped to create a neck of 2 µm diameter. The shape of the cell was modeled

in Cartesian coordinates with the boundary of the cell interpolated with the closest grid

points. The closest points were implemented with C++, and the main diffusion code was

simulated by implicit Euler method in MATLAB. The bleach was incorporated in the initial

condition as a cylinder of 0 concentration points that is 1 µm in radius. Presentation and

measurements of “fluorescence intensity” was done on the z-stack from the side to mimic

non-deconvolved microscopy images from the DeltaVision microscope.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

We have examined the behavior of a family of simplified mathematical models that capture

key aspects of the behavior of the Rho-GTPases that regulate the formation of cortical

domains in cells. Our analysis suggests that all biologically relevant models of this type

(and there are several varieties) display reproducible transitions in system behavior as

parameters vary. In particular, each model has a saturation point that depends on model

parameters. With low amounts of GTPase, the system forms sharp peaks of active GTPase,

but as GTPase levels increase, the peak GTPase concentration approaches the saturation

point and the concentration profiles broaden into saturated mesas. If there are two or

more peaks of GTPase, the peaks will compete with each other until one emerges as the

single stable winner. However, the time scale of competition slows dramatically as the

peaks broaden, so in practice the systems transition from a situation with rapid cut-throat

competition to one in which competition is so languid that peaks coexist on biologically

relevant timescales. Local depletion of the cytoplasmic substrate provides a mechanism of

saturation that is universal to all activator-substrate systems, so regardless of the specific

biochemical feedback mechanism, a cell that polarizes through local activation and substrate

depletion should be able to switch between uni- or multi-polar outcomes by regulating

system parameters.

The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been shown to guarantee the formation

of one bud by utilizing the competition property of the Rho-GTPase polarity machinery.
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One model prediction from the theoretical framework is that increasing the cell size will

drive the polarity patches towards the saturation point, and may break the competition

mechanism S. cerevisiae uses to guarantee the generation of only bud. We show that

enlarged cells from cytokinesis-defective mutants can indeed generate multiple buds simul-

taneously, and a major contributing factor is increased volume. We showed by introducing

extra copies of polarity genes that increasing the content of polarity proteins is sufficient to

enhance the tendency to generate multiple buds. In summary, we elucidated the property

that the Rho-GTPase polarity machinery can switch between uni- and multi- polar mode

according to a simple “saturation rule”, and demonstrated that the saturation rule is bio-

logically relevant in S. cerevisiae. We suggest that it may play a prominent role in other

biological systems as well.
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